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SUMMARY ~ OF LiqUlDS XfiPQP.hJf Apg>lh •,
The object' of the work was to. investigate the effects of 
temper., .tare and solute concentration on the process of diffusion 
in porous solids* This vms done by immersing previously 
impregnated earthenware'slabs in a moving gtreara of liquid ana 
allowlug absorption or desorption of the solute to proceed for 
ueasurod inter vale of tine«.
Tee experimental results indicated that the mass transfer 
was in accordance with Fick8o law and that values of D, the 
diffusion coefficient, could be ©.ativaated fro a semi^Xog plots 
of the fraction of solut© absorbed or -desorbed against t« time 
In seconds 5
The derived values of D, were correlated with temperature T
in the customary relationship ,
D s; A exp C-E/RT)
where A » a constant
E s an activation energy<•
It was found that the activation energy E was not 
independent .-of the solute concentration. With KC1 ae solute, 
it .-was apparent that-for desorption expQriraentst the calculated 
values of £• were very nearly identical -for H and' 3N solutions*
lb 5o ■ piles © fcpe rI . it ' ■ f r n y  ■ ' • * /© * I fcS ' ■ ' Iff irhd
markedly from those for desorption* The general tendency 
was for the values of D to be smaller at lower temperatures 
but to increase mar© rapidly with increasing temperature than, 
the corresponding values for desorption* Consequently5 the 
derived values of 13 were much higher for absorption than' 
desorption-, The results for sucrose were similar but, in-this 
e a c 2 ; desorption proceeded more rapidly than absorption though ' 
again solute concentration appeared to be the dominating fact©v 
i.M d a t © m i n i n g  -the relative rates of absorption for QojHl and 14 
solutions *
Experiments were carried out v/ith slabs of differ out 
physical charact eristics and in one series of experiments8- 
(slabs whose mean pore diameter was one. micron and - solute 
II ouorooe) there appeared to be an interaction between th© slab 
struc lure and the diffusing molecules« Comparison of the apparent 
lengths ©f the paths followed by the diffusing molecules seemed 
to indicate that th© diameter of the smaller pores mid the'length 
of a sucrose molecule may.well be of comparable dimensions *
From consideration of the experimental results, there, would 
appear to be certain fundamental differences between the rates of 
absorption and desorption. The explanation for these differences 
is not obvious though it is felt that the pare distribution
particularly the number and diameters of the smaller 
pores making up the voidage, play an important part 
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j. INTRODUCTION,
1.1 The object of the research.
The primary object of the research was to study the 
phenomena of the diffusion of liquids in porous solids0 A 
review of the work previously carried out in this subject 
led to the preparation of a programme of experimental work 
to determine whether or not the rat© of absorption 'or 
desorption of a solut© could be predicted from a knowledge 
of the physical properties of the diffusing solute and the 
parous medium to or from which mass transfer is taking place0 
One of th© most important physical properties of the 
solute is the rat© at which it will diffuse in free solutiono 
A brief summary of the various theoretical treatments of 
diffusion in free solution has therefore been included in the 
survey of the work and results of other investigators0
lc2ol. An outline of the study of diffusion in liquids0
Th© study of diffusion in liquids was begun in the latter 
half of th© nineteenth century but the absence of an adequate 
kinetic theory of liquids precluded a completely successful 
correlation of the experimental results with the physical 
properties of the diffusing substances <>
Early attempts at achieving this correlation took two
principal forms » *-
(a) the adaptation of the existing kinotic 
theory of gases to take- -account' of the 
difference in state between gases''and 
liquids, and8-
(b) the examination of the relationship 
between diffu^ivity and viscosity as
suggested by the Stokes«Eihstein equation.
From the kinetic theory of gases it was known that the 
translational velocity of a molecule is inversely proportions 
to the square root of its molecular weight 5 thus if the rate 
of diffusion varies- directly as the translational velocity 
then the diffusivity varies inversely as the square root of 
the molecular weight e ' ly investigators extended the 
application of this rule from the diffusion of gases to-the 
diffusion of•dissolved gases and other solutes in liquids?
An extensive-afcfcoia.pt of this - nature was made, -in 1930, by 
Arnold (1) who also summarised the results of earlier workers
The .relationship between viscosity and diffusivity was 
suggested independently by Sutherland'(2) and Einstein 0 /  
from .Stokes' law® ...- o'
£ ■= ■ • ; ‘-Cl.;
where D = diffusion coefficient
<s s' mobility of the diffusing particle 
k - Boltsaiarm constant * •
T’ S3 absolute’ temperature "
The mobility a of a spherical particle moving in a 
continuous liquid medium is given by Stokes' law a©
■ n - OKF)MV «iCTC‘.W*6«0rtia3*ia fJV, 0, ^
6?c r; r
where $ s viscosity of th© liquid medium,
r s radius of th© spherical particle •
Investigation revealed that this equation gave good agreement 
with the-’experimental data only wh@r© th© diffusion ©£ large 
solute molecules in a medium of much smaller solvent molecules 
.was being considered•
The modern concept of the liquid state has made possible 
the ©valuation of more satisfactory kinetic theories of liquids, 
This has been accomplished by' the adoption of a simplified model 
of th© liquid.stat© upon which the statistical mechanical and' 
thermodynamical treatments may be based. These theories and the 
models from which they ware derived are discussed in detail by 
Frenkel (4)„ Born (5)o Kirkwood (6), Fur th (7)„ Onsager and 
Fuos-6 (8) and ©there s but their complexity is such as to raak© 
their application to chemical' engineering problems difficult«
Th© kindred phenomena of’ viscosity and diffusion have been 
studied extensively by Eyring and his co«*workers (9*13) • By 
th© application of th© theory of reaction rates they succeeded 
in deriving relationships from which the diffusion coefficient D 
and the viscosity g may be calculated.
Hi the ease of diffusion the solute molecules ’are 
considered as replacing: some of the solvent molecules in 
the adopted model of the liquid state„ Periodically these 
solute molecules leave' their■existing positions and take up 
new positions within the structure» Eyring suggested 
at which this occurs is:--
K s ML r  expC-E/kT) (X.3)
h f
© K ? a specific reaction rat© constant
for the number of times per second 
that solute molecules assume new 
positions«
f* ■a a partition function for the activated
f a a partition function for the normal
state o
E ■ as an activation energy,
k s -Boltzmann constant. 
h a Planck constant«
T = absolute temperature•
'T© enable the partition functions ?° and f to be evaluated, 
Eyring assumed that each molecule is constrained to’move within 
a small volume by its neighbours but that within this volume its 
movement is unrestricted. Thus if the partition function ©f th© 
liquid as a whole may foe calculated from that of an average 
molecule moving within the fields of its neighbours,, then:-
f « (2xmkT/h2) ^ 2 III exp(~Y/RT) dXody<,ds<>
s ( Z n m k T / h 2 ) ^ " ’ V f  ( l A )
where Vg ~ the potential due to th© pres©no©
of neighbouring molecules , 
and ¥|> s /// expC-V/RT) dxedy<>dz« (l»5) ,
This evaluation of f depends upon V being ’constant«, A 
detailed study of the effect of th© neighbouring molecules 
by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire (Ik) indicated that this . 
was nearly true until the centre molecule, was almost in 
contact with on© ©f .its neighbours.
Equation (lA) takes account only,of th© translational 
degrees of freedom sines the contributions of the rotational 
and vibrational degrees will be the same for both th© initial 
and - activated states. For th© activated state th© partition
function need; only be calculated for two degrees of freedom
f* S. • C2JtmIcT/h2) ?f/3 ' (1,6)
hens© f*/f , Ch^KmkT)1/2 Vj3^ 5 (I.?)
Eyfirig defined the diffusion coefficient D-'as:«
D " s 62IC '
where 6 * th© distance between successive
equilibrium positions of th© 
solute molecule,,
K ss a specific reaction rates ebnetaat f
number of times per s@cond that solute 
. molecules assume new positions0
hence D = 62 “  f  exp(-E/RT) (l.S)
and substituting for f*/f»
D = 62 Vj1/3' j “J ™  ■[ exp(-E/RT) (1.10)
where.E = - the activation energy per mole of 
diffusing substance«
From a similar treatment of viscosity» Eyring also derived an
equation of the same form as the Sfce&es-Sinstein equation:«
Dft At
M  = 63%  0 .11)
re 6^ ss the perpendicular distance between t\
neighbouring layers Of molecules .sliding 
past one another a
62 as -the distance between two neighbouring 
molecules in the direction of motion.
6vj = ' the distance between neighbouring molecules
in the plane normal to the direction of 
motion *
This equation is exact only for self-diffusion in liquids 
as it assumes similar rate constant® for the processes of
7.





where and Kv are the respective rate constants for the 
processes of diffusion and viscosity and and 6^ are th® 
respective distances between equilibrium positions for 
diffusion and viscosity« Even in its simpler form this 
relationship gives better agreement than the Stokes-Einstein 
equation when the solute and solvent molecules are of comparable 
dimensionsc
Equation (XolQ) suggests an exponential relationship 
between D the diffusion coefficient, and T the absolute 
temperature but as the free volume and the distance between 
successive equilibrium positions 5 are themselves dependent 
upon temperature further simplification is virtually impossible 0 
Taylor (1 5)* however, re-examined the data of Cohen and Bruins 
(16) for the diffusion of tetrabronioethane in tetrachlor©ethane 
solutions using equation (!013) to correlate the resultso
Taylor found that a plot ©f log D vs. T gave a satisfactory 
linear correlation with an--activation energy of 3^90 calories 
(30^9 kcal).
D s A exp(«Q/RT) 
where Q = an activation energy, k@al/m@Xe 
A a an experimental constant.
Clol3)
A similar treatment of the data of Scfaeffer and Soheffor (17) 
for the diffusion of mannifcol in water gave a plot which 
curved slightly towards the X/T\axis. 'Calculation of the 
activation energy over.intervals of 10°C* revealed that the 
activation energy decreased with increasing temperature. A 
similar trend in th© activation energy for the viscous flow 
of water was noted by Eyring and Ewell (18) who suggested that 
it was caused toy the hydrogen bond structure of the liquid.
An alternative relationship between D and T was proposed 
by Christensen (19) »
D a BT/2 exp (-E/RT) (1.14)
where E is an activation energy and B an experimental constant.
A more general attempt to correlate liquid diffusion 
coefficients with the physical properties of the solute and 
solvent was marl© by Wilke (20) who suggested a diffusion factor 
F defined by the equation,
F = T/DI7 (1,13)
From the experimental data ’Wilke showed that, as. predicted by 
Eyring°a theory of reaction rates and th© Stokes-Einstein 
equation, F was substantially independent of temperature. T© 
talc© account of the properties of th© solvent’ Wilke proposed 
a solvent factor f which he defined as the average ratio ©f 
F for th© diffusion © f a  solute in a given solvent t® F for 
th© diffusion of the same molal volume in water. Using the©©
constants Wilke was able to prepare a chart from which the 
diffusion factor F for a solute of known racial volume 
diffusing in a given solvent could be estimated. It was 
found that for solute-solvent systems whose diffusion 
coefficients had been determined experimentally the average 
deviation between the calculated and experimental values 
was about 10%.
Scheibel (21) derived an empirical equation to take the 
place of the family of curves suggested by Wilke. The only 
restriction on the application of this equation is the necessity 
of the molal volume of the solute to be at least twice that of 
the solvent.
An alternative correlation was proposed by Othmer and 
Thakar (22) who derived an equation relating D and t) by 
considering diffusion and viscosity as rate processes varying 
as exponential functions of the temperature.
log D s <= r=~ log Q + G (1,16)
where Eg and Ev are activation energies for th© processes of 
diffusion and viscosity and C a constant. It has been suggested 
that for dilute solutions and E^ should be nearly equal. Thus 
a plot of log D vs a log p for water should give a straight line 
of slope -loO In fact, Othraer and Thakar found that the mean 
slope of a number of plots of log D of various solutes in water 
against log ^  was «1.10 The constant C represents the logarithm
of diffusion coefficients at the temperature at which th© 
viscosity ■ of-, water .is one cent&poise't i.e., 20o060Go Th® 
value of • log D. at this temperature 'will' depend upon the 
siae of the!-solute molecule« i.e., th© molal 'volume. G timer 
and Thakar plotted log D against•the logarithm.®f the'©olal 
volume and.obtained the relation.
• ■105 D° ~ I4o0/¥0 ° ' -(lol?)w m
where D° .» th© value of the-diffusion w ■
coefficient in water at 20 C«- 
V ■ the
Equation' (Id?) when substituted in equation (lol6) give® the • 
more, general result 8
105 D° • = Ih o 0/1° 0 'Q; r? Xo1 (I0I8 )w m w
Othmer and Thakar extended equation ,(lol8) to diffusion in
liquids other than water:-
\  . 1 * • . ’ • ••* - \  ■
I D 5 D s? l ^ o O / l o l C i  / L  } 'v0 o 6 r?- '0 °  (lol9)■s' 'B w m ■ ' w... a ■ '.
where L = latent heat of vaporisation of the solvent3 1
Lw rlsat
J7'° - solvent viscosity at 20°Go3
It is: interesting-to not® that Lewis (23), in 'attempting to
correlate measured integral diffusion coefficients of various
organic compounds in water and-a number of organic solvenfey, 
found that the correlation proposed by Arnold .(1) gave 
reasonably good agreement where applicable but that the 
correlations -proposed by Wilke (20) * S elicited (21) , and 
Othmer and. Thakar.( 2 2 )  were generally unsatiBfaetory for - . 
organic solvents,
i A summary of previous work in the diffusion of
liquids in' porous media.
Although earlier workers had carried out- some investigations 
into th© effect of the ©olid structure on th© diffusion process, 
the first e:c tensive experiments were carried out by Friedman 
and Kraemer (2k) in th© cours©.of their study of th© structure 
of gels. They devised a new ©xperijasntal technique and utilised 
■th© equation derived by March and Weaver: .(25) for the fraction 
of solute which has diffused into a porous - solid of given 
thickness from a layer of solution of equal thickness whose 
concentration has been maintained uniform throughout by constant 
stirring-. The experimental result© indicated that diffusion 
coefficients for systems of this nature-were considerably smaller 
than those measured in free solution and also* that as the 
concentration of gelatin, in the - gels was increased th© dbssrved 
diffusion coefficients decreased« It was suggested.that the 
differences between the observed., values and those for diffusion 
in free solution were caused by.
(a) th© msehanis'al blocking effect of th© solid e.
Ob) th®. drag an th®. diffusing molecules aims®a by
their proximity to'th® walls of th® capillaries 
through which diffusion is taking. place0 and9 
Co) the diff©rang© la viscosity between the liquid in
tli© gel and water at the saias temperature o
To take account of these factors the following relationship 
was .proposed 9'





diffusion coefficient in free solution 0
diffusion coefficient in' th© gslo
radius of the diffusing molecule 0
radius of the pores in the gel0
a- correction factor for the difference in 
viscosity between the liquid in the gel 
and water at the same temperature*
•a correction for the .mechanical blocking 
effecto
This work was continued by Friedman.(26) and (2?) who studied 
the effect of the solute molecular weight on th® diffusion 
process and the structure of agar gels* Th© structure of 
cellulose acetate gels was investigated by Klemm and Friedmau
' (28) v
Cady, and Williams (29) • extended th© ©3sp@risien.tal methods of 
Friedman and Kraeiner to th© diffusion of various non^eleetrolytos
into wood. It was found that the ratio r/R was of primary 
importance in determining th© type of mass transfer taking 
place. From the experimental results three types of diffusion 
were postulated,
(a) "hindered diffusion”, in which the ratio 
r/R was comparatively large and could not 
he neglected,
(to) ,?fr©@ diffusion" s in which th© effective 
pores were small enough to prevent mixing 
of the water in the wooden block with the 
external solution but were largo enough to 
allow practically unrestricted diffusion of 
th© solute molecules8 and,
(c) "stirred diffusion", in which th© pores were
so large that mechanical mixing with th© liquid 
in the pores of the wooden block took place as 
the solution was stirred.
The contribution of Newman (30) and (31) t© th© theory @f 
drying and diffusion from slabs enabled alternative experimental 
techniques to be evolved. Newman suggested theoretical solution 
of .the equation,
|£ s D i~| (1 o 21)
dx
for rectangular parallelepipeds (with and without sealsd edges), 
cylinders, and spheres. While primarily intending the us© of 
these equations to solve drying problems, Newman also suggested
their application .to' the extraction of material, from porous 
.solids • Th© solutions derived by-Hewman were restricted to 
systems of a finite type but numerous other investigators 
have derived solutions for the infinite and semi-infinite 
systems and in limited - oases for systems where the diffusion 
coefficient-is a function of the solute concentration.
The first major attempt to apply these solutions to the 
extraction of a solute from an inert, carrier material was made 
by Bouchert Brier, and Osburn (32) who extracted^soybean oil 
from porous slay slabs * Th© slabs, whose edges had been -sealed 
to ensure that diffusion would occur through only the principal 
faces, war© impregnated under vacuum with phosphatide«free oil, 
placed in an extraction chamber and subsequently extracted-with 
either- t@trashier©ethylene or a mixture of carbon tetrachloride 
and ethylene dichloride as the solvent.
It was found, that for Reynolds’ numbers between X4<,7-and 
20,^00 the rate of extraction was independent of the solvent 
flow rats. This suggested that compared with the resistance of 
the carrier material itself, the resistance of the boundary 
layer at th©•slab surface was of negligible importance« It 
was also observed that the diffusion coefficients calculated 
for this system were independent of the initial concentration 
of soybean oil* An attempt was also made to correlate the
calculated diffusion coefficients for the three temperatures 
at which experiments had been carried out (SO0* 120° and l60°F.)e 
It was found that the diffusion coefficient was related to th© 
product of the viscosities of th© oil and sol.vent. The form ©f 
the relationship was,
D  » a(l? D  )~b (1.22)
' Q  ' S
where a and b are constants*!} and 0 are the viscosities of theQ 0
©11 and solvent respectively.
King, Katz, and Brier (33) extended this work to the 
extraction of batches of flaked soybeans of various thicknesses 
with mixtures of soybean oil and tr±ehl@ro©thyX©n©o Th©y found 
that the latter part of the extraction curves did not fcond to 
a linear form as predicted by the theoretical equation and that 
duplicate experiments for flakes of one thickness could not fe© 
represented by a theoretical ©xtractian curve with ©no constant 
diffusion coefficients Microscopic examination of the flaked 
soybeans suggested that the irregular nature of the solid 
structure was responsible for the differences between the 
observed results and those predicted fey theory. This explanation 
was confirmed fey Osburn and Katz (3*0 wh@ examined the effect of 
th© pore structure on the mathematical solutions of Fiek°s law. 
They also postulated the existence of solids such that th© 
simple solution of Fick*s law must fee modified to take account
r% Y
(a) a solid of uniform thickness* but of - irregular, 
composition, which may require ©or©' than on© 
diffusion cooffieisnt to giv© an exact equation 
■fro© which extraction raise may be calculated, 
and,
. (h) a -mixture of solids of. two’ different thicknesses 
la various proportions
The effect upon the mathematical solution of the differential 
equation is similar* for both postulates and one or other is 
suggested as the explanation of the unsatisfactory correlation, 
with existing theory, of- the r@su.lts obtained by King, K&tss0 
and Brier o '
The investigation of’the,.solvent extraction of oil bearing 
seeds was.-continued by Fan, Morris, and V/akeham (35) who extracted.‘ 
sliced peanut kernels with industrial solvents, Th© essentia?, 
difference between this work and that carried out by King @t oJU' . , ‘ KtagSsatxrmtxtmxJiLTS*
lay in the improved method of. preparing the vegetable material 
for extraction. While King et al» relied.upon flaking the 
soyboons with an industrial internal roll flaker, thus distorting 
and. rupturing a large number of the oil bearing cells, Fan et al« 
mounted the peanut kernel in paraffin wax and sliced the resulting 
blocks’• of . wax and kernsls with a microtome. This ensured- the 
production.of more uniform slices and a reduction in the number 
of damaged cells» - A plot of the'experimental results revealed
7 n 
£  / •©
that while- the initial curvature indicated that a fraction 
of the oil was being extracted more rapidly than predicted 
by theory8 the latter part of the curve did tend to a linear 
form. Shis confirmed that the latter part of the extraction 
process was taking place in accordance with Pick9& law. She 
high'initial rat© of extraction was considered to be caused 
by- the presence of readily ©xtr&etable oil released by .those 
cells ruptured in the preparation of the slices. . The results 
agreed with the suggestion, of Boucher, Brier, and Osburn (32)., 
that the measured diffusion coefficients would decrease with 
increasing solvent viscosity since of the two solvents used, 
the less viscous gave the more rapid extraction rates. It was 
also found that the rates of extraction ware dependent on. the 
initial moisture content of the kernels and that the extraction 
rate and consequently the measured diffusion coefficients 
decreased with Increasing moisture content. ■
The most recent investigation of the applicability of 
Fick°s law to the extraction of soybean oil from soybeans is 
that of Othmer and Agarwal (36) who extracted soybeans with 
commercial hexane containing varied amounts ©f soybean oil. It 
was found that the quantify of oil extracted, the residual ‘oil 
content and the rate of extraction were* independent of the 
concentration of oil in the solvent. If was therefore concluded 
that feh© controlling factor was not molecular diffusion. Othmer
f fiJL W o
and .’Agarwal obtained €drr@lati©ns of the residual 'oil ©oiitont 
and .rat© of • extraction with the extraction tide and the specific 
surface of the flakes and observed that the.rate of extraction 
decreased very rapidly with .decreasing oil concentration and 
increasing flak© thickness ,
- dC/dt ■ ' Qol?3 C)o5 (lo23)
where « dG/dt ,s rat© of extraction*
3 = specific surface of the flakes«
G as 'residual oil concentration*
From the experimental evidence Othmer and Agarwal concluded that 
the rate of extraction'was controlled - by the rate of permeation 
of the soybean, cells by the solvent and that consequently the 
laws- controlling viscous or capillary flow should be considered. 
•On this -basis a theoretical equation was derived which was 
similar in-form to that evolved from.the experimental-results*
- dG/dt .-.a A f(G) (io2Vj
A detailed investigation of the rates of extraction from 
inert porous media has been carried out .by Piret, Gfe@Xt Ki&ng 
and Armstrong (3?) who measured rates of extraction from,
(a) precision bore capillary tubes,
"(b) glass tubes packed with glass spheres $ and,
•(c). porous alumina spheres*
It was found that the diffusion coefficients derived from the 
experiments with- capillary. - tubes were--in close agreement with 
the- corresponding values for the integral diffusion coefficients 
of the respective solutes as measured in’free solutiono In the 
experiments with tubes packed with glass spheres,.lower values 
of diffusion coefficients were obtained and it was suggested 
that this -was caused by the blocking effect of the glass-spheres
and that this effect could be accounted for in the theoretical
- 2 . equation by adopting a par© shape factor K . K was defined as
the ratio of the actual distance travelled by the diffusing
molecules to the theoretical minimum distance indicated by the
■dimensions of the carrier solid* A preliminary series of
experiments was carried out with the' alumina spheres in which8
■after grading for porosity and diametert the spheres wore
impregnated under vacuum with a solution whose integral
diffusion coefficient was known. From .an experimental plot of
percentage solute unextrae-ted against time, the pore shape
factors of various sets of spheres wore determined and used to
calculate diffusion coefficients of other solutes in subsequent
experiments.
The effects of initial 'solute'concentration ahd extra© t±@ri 
temperature war® also investigated and from the experimental 
results'it was concluded that, the initial solute concentration
had no effect on the. extraction rate. The results were, limited 
to experiments at only three temperatures and- consequently no
extensive conclusions could be drawn from them.'
Wall,. Grisger and Child era (33) • proposed., a method for 
measuring integral diffusion coefficients using- porous 
earthenware t}'£rits-H.. Those frits or discs were filled by 
allowing- them to stand for -^3 hours in the solution whose 
diffusing, coefficient wa© to be measured. The frit, was 
then suspended, in a bath of pure solvent}:from the arm 
of a balance. The rates of mass transfer.to or from the 
frit could be measured, by the'apparent changes in weight 
of the frit and diffusing coefficients calculated from 
the experimental results and the -appropriate theoretical 
equation. Wall e.t al. reported identical ratos of 
absorption and desorption.
2c EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME.
Examination of the work previously carried out in the 
study 'of;diffusion of.liquids in porous media led to the 
preparation of a.programme of research to consider the 
f allowing aspects of the. problem*. .
2.1 Comparison of the processes of absorption and desorption.
Previously attention ha© been mainly directed toward© the 
measurement of the rates at which substances were desorbed from 
porous solidso However , although, the mathematical:solutiqn-:of 
Fiick-*s lav; is identical for both processes', there is no extensive
21.
experimental evidence to suggest that a substance may not bo 
desorbed more quickly than absorbed or vice versa. In fact 
the theoretical treatment of this problem by Crank and Henry 
(39) indicates that where the diffusion coefficient increases 
with increasing solute concentration the:process of absorption 
should take place more rapidly-than that of desorption and that 
conversely when the diffusion coefficient decreases with the 
increasing solute concentration the process of desorption 
should take place more rapidly than that of absorption.
It was decided, therefore, to carry out both desorption 
and absorption experiments in an attempt to determine whether 
the effect of the oorous solid was identical for both cases.
2.2 The effect of inifcial so.lute egacantrafci___
In recent years the precise measurement of differential 
diffusivities'(40), (4l), and (42) has revealed that in many- 
cases the solute concentration has a considerable influence- 
on the differential diffusion coefficiento It would be 
expected, therefore, that the initial solute concentration 
would be of primary importance in determining the rate at 
which a substance is either absorbed or desorbed. Pirefc et al. 
investigated the effect of initial concentration on the desorption 
of potassium chloride•from porous alumina spheres and concluded 
that variation of initial concentration had no effect on the
22.
data. It was felt9 however9 that pofcas&Lua chloride was an 
unfortunate choice.'of solute in that the differential 
diffusivifcy decreases with increasing solute- concentration 
until it reaches a minimum after which it begins to increase•
Thus the total variation is possibly not sufficiently great 
to.be observed la noa-steady state experiments with porous 
solids which are much less accurate than the experimental 
techniques used in the measurement of differential diffusivitieoo 
.Alternatively the experimental procedure adopted by Pirefc at al. 
may not have been sufficiently sensitive to detect differences 
in the rates of desorption caused by variation of the initial 
solute concentration.
It wa© decided, therefore, t® use two solutes, potassium 
jchloride and sucrose8 and to carry out experiments at two 
concentrationss namely, N and 3N for potassium chloride and 
OoJH and M for sucrose. The differential diffusivifcy of 
sucrose decreases with increasing concentration so that those 
two solutes provide not only a contrast in the magnitude of 
the diffusing particles but in the effect of solute concentration 
on the differential diffuaivifcy.
2 c3 The effect of temperature on the diffusion process «>
A limited amount of data on the effect ©f'temperature on 
the diffusion process was.found in the literature» ToXliday«
23 *
Woods and Barfcung (^3) studied the diffusion of electrolytes 
through copper ferrocyanide memferanos and concluded that the 
activation energy for this process was greater than the 
corresponding activation energy for diffusion in fro© solution* 
This was confirmed by Christensen (19) 'in the course ©f his 
study of the diffusion" of sodium chloride through wooden 
laminae. Christensen found that large variations existed
i
in the activation energies for different species of wood,
but. that all the observed values were greater than the activation
energy for the diffusion of sodium chloride in water.
It was proposed, therefore, to carry out both absorption
and desorption experiments over the temperature range 20 •— 80°0 .
to determine,
(a) if the exponential relationship between the
diffusion co@ffiei.enfc and temperature .suggested 
by Taylor (15) for diffusion in free solution 
would also give a satisfactory correlation for 
diffusion in porous media.
. (b) whether the activation energies for the processes 
of absorption and desorption were identical3 and,
(c) if the activation energy for the diffusion of a 
non-electrolyte in a' porous medium was greater 
than that for diffusion in free solution*
2.4  ^ The effect of the physical properties of the carrier solid~ 
It is reasonable to assume that the porosity8 the number
2A.
of pores per unit area and the mean pore diameter would.bo of 
importance in determining the rates at which substances were 
absorbed or desorbed* It was - therefore proposed bo carry out 
.experiments with at least two different carrier materials» 
tn fact's three grades .were used as after some preliminary 
experiments had been carried out with slabs QoX inches thick 
it was decided to continue the work with slabs of Oo2 inches 
thickness. Unfortunately, however, crus of the grades (the CF06} 
was sib longer in production and a substitute had to be usedo 
Table 20X gives the physical characteristics of the porous 
materials - employedo These various grades of materials have • 
bean referred to by the manufacturer*s catalogue numbers 
throughout the text.
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The convention-has bean adopted of denoting slabs of Ool inches 
thickness by the prefix (I), i*e« (1) Ho 125 slabs, and similarly 
those of 0*2 inches thickness by the prefix (2).
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3... SHE MATH BM AT 1G AL TJRSATME :NfT OF DIKIJS ION.
3.1 Intro duet, ion.
The fundamental laws governing diffusion in a homogeneous 
medium were expressed by Fisk (^0 and may bo written as?
Equation (3.1) gives the rats of ..permeation or transfer of a 
solute in a direction perpendicular to a reference plane, 
through unit area during unit time in terms of the concentration 
gradient dC/dx and the diffusion coefficient D, Equation (3°2) 
•gives the rate of accumulation of matter at a given point in the 
medium as a function of the time, . This equation may be derived 
from the first by considering a material balance for the transfer 
of a solute to and from an element of thickness dx located 
between two reference planes x and x + dx. Diffusion is 
assumed to take place only through unit eroes'pseetional area 
in the positive direction of the x«axia0






(dm/dt) = -D ~  (C)X 5X
and from the element by9
dm/dt)x + dx (3.0*0
Therefore, since the rate of accumulation of matter is the - 
difference of th© rates of transfer to and from the element, 
it is thus given by the difference of equations (3®3) and (3*^
( W d t ) x (dm/dt)x ,+ .d x  = -D j(C) * D f- (C ♦ f§ dx).
“ D dx f?x axJ (3 .5)
and by definition,
(dm/dt) - (dm/dt), , = dx (3 °6)




This equation may be extended to diffusion in any direction fo’
the- inclusion of terms in the right hand side of the equation
to talc® account of diffusion in the directions of the y~ and
z-axes,
3C _ rdZC d2c a2Ci'
Equation (3«7) may also be transformed t© polar co-ordinates
by the use of the customary transfer mat iozie,
x - r sin a cos b
y = r sin a sin b
s - r cos a
and consequently equation (3 »7) becomes,
2? e
becomes,
ac D-fta / 2  a c ^  i a r . ac-s i a?,c]-~*r s —  H ~ ( r  + “*r——  T ” sin air* I + • — •»— -— sH f z *3t r | Ldr dr J sin a 8aL daJ ,.-2 >,2] (3.9)si.n uD
which-for a. sphere may be reduced to,
dC -v rd C 2 dC i /-/ <.r)\, D [ _  + 7 _ ]  . (j> „1Q)
€»£
P P ’
with dC/da and 3 C/db"* both equal to aero.
As the basic theory of diffusion is analogous to that of 
the conduction.of heat in solids,.an extensive- treatment .of the 
possible transformations of the fundamental equation will be 
found in text-books relevant to this subject, e.g., Carsl&w (45) 
or Car slaw and Jaeger (46) •
Equations (3°7) end (3<?8) may be solved for specified 
conditions under which diffusion is taking place. In general 
these solutions may be classified as those for,
(a) infinite solids,
(b) semi-infinit@ solids, and,
(c) finite solids.
with varying boundary conditions. A very full treatment of all 
three cases, together with the possible boundary conditions, 
will be found in-Barren (4-7), Crank (48), and to a lessor degree 
in Jost (49). Only the solutions•necessary for the experimental
work will be given in the text.
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3 e2c1_ Desorption from a finitfa blab *
The boundary conditions' selected .for desorption from a 
finite slab were,
(a) that the solute eoncentration should fee 
maintained at aero at the slab surfaces» and,
(b) that the solute c one on that ion in the slab 
at aero time should be- a function of the 
dimensions of fcha slab*
These conditions imply that the following mathematical
conditions must be satisfied by the solution of the partial
differential equation,
sc nfa2c a2c d2e-, ,,
at = d[7 T  * ~ z  + T ~ J  ° " u )dx dy da
C s 0 at x =0, x s a ; y s 0, | 3 b;
and z s O' z s-c. (3*12)
C = £(x«y,a) when fc » 0 (3°I3)
The solution is based upon that given by Caro law (^ -5) t p»108r
fox'* the conduction of heat in a rectangular parallelepiped of
dimensions a „ h» and c.
The expression,
2 2 ?Ix , tax . nit f ->_2. m* nf •,-isin — x sin ~r“y sin -4“=z exp!-Dx tC-iS * r-2 +—2) Ia b c a b c J
satisfies conditions. (3 «H) and (3112)




- n n '  ^ \ r . ITC • im? , nic2C3By°szfi) = =n—  > [sin — sc sin — y sin — z
6a J rvjal I
| | f  f (xtf 5y e,z0) sin ™ x °  8-^a * sin *=
dxft,dy®.da0 .
h©nc@ the required solution will be given by0
j * _  p  p  ^
It? est? r ,>_2. ,1 mJk/b o iJafx * I1A> t\.«. ^ 4, \“™oc sin ~ir=y sin -=-=« ©2cp[<=D'j? fc(— - ■*■ + *=*«)a © 6 ct» /> » A n n   jit. S3«a,aa v — y oa.u At h a u i  '~-xn\ <& \ v/ / / * ’ a k e a2 to2
6#i «»<
where„
Ai*a,n s ifc III s i n ^ * s ± a ~ % °  ein^pz8 dx°.dy°.dz
*"* ' ooo
N©w where f(x°,y°,z8) is constant and equal to C0,
ab©
Ax ^ ra g n =s | ([ sin ~psc8 sin -™py0 sin “=z15 dx *.dy8.dz0
' • 1 m r w 060
1 ~ cos l7t)(l - cos not)Cl - cos arc)
»aunT?‘
J S *
thus, where l,m or n is even, the function is ser©
where X,m, and n are odd the function becomes,
 ,3 G©
 ^SI g II
Hence,
sin(2p+l)~~* sin(2q+l)^- sin{2r+l)™ 
i^&L&d==* (2p+l)(2q+l)(2r*l)
|cO f^aO r*s>0
c « (V*)3 C,
exp "Drc2t[— ^ “-“ 2 4- - ^ ~ 2 +
a2 b2 c2
(3oU)
If is defined as the quantity of solute remaining in the 
slab after time t, then,
Q a /// C dx.dy.dz d,
therefore,
abcf^ ^ ~  s±n(2p+l)—  sin(2q+l)^ sin(2r+l)—  
(V%) C W r - r *  a b
m i (2p+l)(2q+l)(2r+l)p*o v»o
expr^Drc ti \+±)2+ U r ±il2] dx« dy0 dz
now,
a











The quantity of solute present in the slab at time t a 0 is the 
volume of the slab multiplied by the initial concentration0 io©
G = abc Co (3.16)
therefore defined as the rati© of the amount of solute
retained after time t to that present at time t = 0, is given
• by the ratio of equations (3*13) and (3*16),
2 , ,2
(.8/rt2)"*




3»2.2 <> The absorption of a solute frota a . solution to a porous slab*-. 
If,




ar“ bi:- o J
is a solution of equation (3 =8) then it# negafciv© must also be 
a solution„ i.e., with G as. given above C0 = C is also a solution. 
The solute concentration within the boundaries of the slab at 
time t s 0 is given by C 3 0 while the solute concentration at 
the slab surfaces.is. maintained constant and equal to C0
Thus the. solution’ of equation (3*8)"for ‘the absorption- of 
a solute is.9
f sin(2p+l)^‘li sin(2q+l)^” sin(2r+l)—
c = c j i .. c v h V y  \  y — ----- — -r— :— — c
L (2p-^l) (2'q+l) (2r -!-l)
pb© q.sO ^30
[ „„2 f(2p+l)2 . (2q4-X)2 (2r^l)2 11 }
e x p f - ^  t{— ^ ~  t j
Now if Ga is defined as the quantity of solute absorbed by the
slab after time t,
Q.g_ s ab© G,j
cd CD eg
’2;
oxP[ . p A t i a f f i .  -^gii2, ^ n ^ 2}
C 2p+l)2(2q*l}2(2r+1)2
The maximum amount of solute absorbed by the slab would be such 
as to make the concentration of solute the same within tho slab 
as without, ioe„ C This would be accomplished after infinite 
time, therefore let
Qg^  s abc Gq (3oX9)
Hence the ratio of the quantity of solute absorbed after time t 
to that absorbed after infinite time may be obtained from
equations (3^18) and (3°19K
60 co eo exp
Ba a 1 - (8/7C ) III„ „ (2p+l)2(2q+l)2C2r+l)2
This treatment of diffusion in porous slabs depends upon the
■ . 'v : jV,-‘ '• v-
three assumptions discussed below0 i,
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3 »3»I» Th® applicability of Fick's law to diffusion in
porous mediae
Th®- simple solution of Fick5a lav: given. here is based 
upon the.diffusion coefficient being constant and independent 
of the salute concentration* While solutions have been proposed 
for the more .general relationship
§  - is<dV § )  ' ,.9*21)
it Vi as felt that their application to the experimental data 
would be extremely difficultt if not impossiblet and would 
scarcely be justified by the accuracy of experiments of this 
type. Similarly although the alternative relationships between 
the differential diffusivity and other physical properties such 
as chemical potential or. mobility have yielded successful 
correlations- ©f measured diffusion coefficients with theory* 
they are hardly suitable for direct application to diffusion 
in porous media0
As it was found that the experimental results tendede 'in 
the main* to a linear form it was concluded that the us© of 
Fickes lav/ to calculate mean or* integral diffusion coefficients 
was reasonably satisfactory*
3 *3o21 Th/a. ag^ urayfcion- that diffusion occurs •-throughout' tho
total 'volume »f the slab ^
Obviously diffusion only occurs in the porous volume of 
the solid which is normally only between 30«50'5 of the total' 
volusio. The effect of this is to reduce substantially the 
area of the slab surfaces at which diffusion is taking placeo 
However6 while 'equation (3*1) must bo modified to take account 
of thist
dm/dt a “ p D (dC/dx) (3 o22)
where p is the porosity of the slab. The derived equation0 
(3*2) does not depend upon the porosity as p appears in both 
sides of the equation and thus may be eliminated.
The porosity must also foe considered when the expression 
for the concentration in the slab* at any time t, is being 
integrated,
abc
i.o©., Qj| s p !|| 0 dxodyodso
and similarly,
%  “ P S© abe
Therefore as p is present.in both the numerator and denominator 
of the. fraction.Qd/Q-o the'porosity .of the solid may be neglected 
in this solution of Fiek*© law.
3.3»3« The assttaptioa.fch.at the distance travailed by the 
diffusing particles is that minimum distance 
suggested by the dimensions of the solid.
The effect of the solid structure in causing the diffusing 
particles to fallow paths more tortuous,, and consequently more 
elongatedthan they would in free solution cannot, however B 
be neglected. Two similar corrections hare been- proposed to 
take account of this:-
(a) Babbit (30) has suggested that the diffusion' 
coefficient D should be reduced by a factor r 
where r is the rati© of the minimum theoretical 
distance to the actual length of the path 
through the solid, i.e«,
|| - rD ~-| (3.23)
d t . ax4- .
where r is always less than onoo
(b) Piret, IS'oel, Kiang and Armstrong (37) suggested
2 2 ' a pore shape factor K , where K is the ratio of
the actual time to the theoretical time .necessary
. to reach a given percentage extraction or K is
the ratio of the ratio of the actual distance
travelled by a diffusing particle to'the
theoretical distance suggested by the dimensions
of the ©olid.
It would appear that the pore shape factor proposed by Piret 
et al. is the bettor of the two since it is more consistent 
with the fact that it is the square of the dimensions ©f the
solid which appear in the exponential fcor.:a>3 of the mathematical 
solution of F±ck*s law. It is very unlihely 9 however c' that it 
would he possible to calculate either K“ or r and they must be 
derived as-experimental constantso
3o.3r-'i-;. _The assumption that the material .through which,., 
diffusion is taking place is homogeneous»
The groups of slabs used in the experiments were never 
placed in the same order in the diffusion celt to avoid the 
possibility of a systematic error arising owing fee one or 
• more of the groups being different from the others in 
composition» The first series of experiments was examined 
and. as the deviations from the mean linos dr ay/a through the 
points appeared -to be quite random it' was concluded that no 
group differed appreciably from the others and as the slabs 
were all cut from the one sheet of material, the material' 
ab'uld be regarded as homogeneous«
BXFER IMS?8! TAL TECHNIQUE. 
h t X o The general form of _ the expgrlmento <■
Before describing either .the apparatus or the experimental 
technique in detail it will be convenient to give a brief outline 
of the nature of the experiments and to illustrate - the function 
of each'piece of the- apparatus * .
The experiments may be divided into two groups, abserpbien 
experiments and- desorption.experiments« The.desorption 
experiments were carried out by impregnating the porous 
earthenware slabs with distilled water and then immersing them 
in a moving stream of solution thus allowing mass transfer to 
occur from the solution to the slabso This, technique was 
reversed for desorption experiments where the slabs were 
impregnated with a solution of known concentration and then 
immersed'in a moving stream of distilled water:thus allowing 
mass transfer to take place from the slab to the distilled 
water.
Each experiment oiay be considered to take place in three
the preparation of the earthenware slabs 
by impregnating them with either distilled 
water or some solution of known concentration, 
the introduction of the slabs to the diffusion 
cell where a stream of liquid flows .past the 
slabs' and diffusion takes place from either 
the slabs to the liquid or vice versa, 
if the slabs are to be used more than ©nob, it 
is necessary to.remove any solut© from the slabs 
which had been retained from the previous 
experiment before they may be used for a 
subsequent experiment.
A detailed description of the apparatus used in these throe stages





















4.2». A .detailed description of .the apparatuso
.2.1. The impregnation system.
The impregnation of the slates was earrled out in the 
apparatus ' shown in Fig. 1. It consisted essentially’, of 
Pyrex. desiccators which served, as' impregnation chambers.
The slabs were placed .in a-glass crystallising dish which 
fitted.into the desiccator bodies' as shown. When the system 
had been evacuated by the: vacuum.pump9 liquids could be 
introduced into the dishes via the dropping funnels• The 
absolute pressure in the system was measured by an Edwards * 
"Vacustat” and both the "Vacustat" and the pump were protected 
by a .Drikold *= acetone water vapour trap.
itdL° 2.__  T h e , d i f f us ion e e .11.
The transfer of material to or from the slabs took place 
in.the diffusion cell shown in Fig. 2. The cell was primarily 
a specially lengthened Bo55 socket into which liquid flowed at 
the, inlet I and out at the. outlet O'. The sintered glass disc 
(porosity 1) was. used to even out minor -fluctuations in flow 
when distilled water' or solutions of low viscosity were being 
circulated. The resistance of the disc t© more viscous 
.solutions (©ogo M sucrose) was so great that it had to b© 
omitted from cells employed in Experiments with;such solutions.
B.SS QUICKFIT JOINT
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IN THE CELL WALL CELL
55SINTERED DISC
FIG. 2
The stainless steel gauae G served, both to" protect the- 
sintered disc and to .support the containers for the 
earthenware ■ slabs o ’ These containers were mad© fro?a 
formaldehyde rosin boxes (in fact children*s building 
bricks'), from which the bases had been removed and slots 
machined in two opposite faces0 Each box carried one set'
©f three.slabs and the boxes were placed one on top of the 
other, but at different angles to one another, as showno
The diffusion sell and a glass soil for. preheating the 
liquid were immersed in a thermostatically controlled water
. Q
bath which maintained the temperature at +Q0Q5-C« to the' 
desired value« .
4.2q3» The supply of liquid to the diffusion cell. ----------- — mm ■ —Ea...— — — ------— »cBcgb»«im«sssaMOBgga— gsccfcax—geaaat^aasawywMBdMsgiasitt
In absorption experiments it was necessary to recirculate 
the solution through the diffusion cello A diagram ©f the 
apparatus used to accomplish this 'is shown in Fig0 3° The 
solution was prepared initially in aspirator A from where it. 
was elevated.t© aspirator B by closing the taps'Tj, and T2 
and opening-the needle valve V which controlled the compressed 
air supply* Compressed air was found to have a great advantage 
over the mere conventional pumping methods in eliminating 
contamination of.the solution, particularly when KG1 solutions 













to the preheating coil via the constant head device and. a. 
flowmeter (not shown in Fig. -5)• From- the preheating coil 
the solution entered the sell and passed through it to the 
aspirator C where both the liquid leaving the ©oil and the 
overflow from the constant .head device were 'colie©ted0 
Aspirator C also'served as a temporary reservoir when some 
of the solution was being elevated from.A to B.
In desorption experiments it was possible to let.the. 
distilled water leaving the diffusion cell'to flow to waste. 
The apparatus was thus simpler and aspirators A and C were 
dispensed with. The distilled water was pumped from a 
reservoir of about 100 litres capacity to the aspirator B 
from where it flowed to the cell via the constant head device 
and flowmeter as before. The overflow from the constant head 
was returned to the reservoir.
b.o2 c , . The total extraction of the slabs.
Til© total • extraction of the slabs took place in the 
apparatus, shown in Fig. 4. This method of extraction enabled 
the quantity of solute retained by each group of slabs -to be 




k oj* A detailed description of the experimental technique « 
4o3»I* The preliminary treatment of the slabs0
..The porous earthenware slabs were obtained from. Messrso 
A@r©x Ltd o9 Hilliiigton Industrial'Estate8 Glasgow9 S 0W.2o9 
who' prepared the slabs to the required"overall'.dimensions 
from sheets of material of the specified thickness. Some 
preliminary experiments were carried, out with the object of 
finding a suitable method of sealing the edges ©f the slabs.
No co&pXetely satisfactory way was found to'do this however 
and it was therefore decided to.carry out the experiments 
using the slabs as rectangular parallelepipedst that'-is 
diffusion taking -place simultaneously to or from all the 
surfaces instead of as finite solids with maos transfer 
occurring at only the principal faces. This method complicates 
the calculation of the theoretical equation but it prevents 
errors arising due to imperfect sealing ©f the slab edges.
The freshly prepared slabs were continuously extracted 
for a minimum of fifteen., hours to remove any dust or loose 
material from the newly cut surfaces. After extraction the 
slabs were, dried overnight'at 110°G. before measuring the 
overall dimensions by micrometer. Any. slabs showing a marked 
irregularity in thickness were rejected as unsuitable. All 
the slabs5 however?■revealed some irregularity when the 
thickness was measured and a general variation of about *Go002°
was observed. The most uniform kZ slabs were selected and
graded into Ik groups .of three such that each group had the
same mean thickness.
There are certain advantages in using groups of thro© 
slabs instead of individual slabe9 ©ogos
(a) - the resultant.increase in the weight of.
solute retained by the slabs increased the 
accuracy of the gravimetric estifaaiiono.
(b) an attempt could be made to compensate for 
the variation of thickness of individual
slabs by grading, them into groups of the
same mean thickness. This correction is 
not strictly accurate as the exponential 
terms in the theoretical equation depend 
upon the square of the thickness. The error 
resulting from 'this may probably be ignored 
•as it ie of the same order as the error due
to the variation in thickness of the individual 
slabs. Ho attempt ?/as made to correct for 
variations in the length and breadth of the 
slabs as these dimensions are of considerably 
less importance than, the thickness.
The mean dimensions of the slabs were subsequently used to 
calculate the theoretical equation for that particular grade of 
material. A specimen calculation of this equation will be given 
in a following section®
The slabs were finally prepared for use by extracting 
'them; once more for -6*-8 hours to remote any dust, or loose 
material resulting from the measuring and'grading processeso.
^,3.2. The impregnation of the slabs.0
The slabs to be impregnated, were removed from the oven 
in which they had been dried overnight and 'allowed' to stand 
in a desiccator, for 30 minutes» Each group of three slabs 
vjas placed in a taped airtight .aluminium tin and weighed."
After weighing the slabs were removed.from.the tin©' and placed 
in a crystallising.dish which was in turn fitted into the 
impregnation chamber. The apparatus was then assembled and 
the water vapour trap filled with the Drikold-aeetone mixture 
before the vacuum pumfj was started.
It was found that the amount of liquid retained by the 
slabs depended to some' extent on the vacuum employed in the 
impregnation'system and'to a lesser degree upon the length of 
time the slabs were allowed to stand in the impregnation liquid 
before the vacuum was.brokeno By standardising the initial 
conditions, howevere it was found possible to reproduce the 
weight of liquid absorbed by the. slabs to within 1%. Th© 
conditions adopted were 3
(a) th® impregnation chamber was evacuated 
until a pressure 0.15-0.2 aa« o£ mercury 
was attained and this was maintained far
30 minute® "'after which the'liquid with which 
the slabs were to be Impregnated was introduced 
into the chamber via- the dropping funnel without . 
breaking the vacuum.'
(b) the slabs were then allowed to stand for-.one 
- hour before the vacuum was broken and the
crystallising dish containing the slabs withdrawn 
from the impregnation chamber.
•After the dish was removed the temperature of the impregnation 
liquid was measured* The slabs were then wiped with a cloth 
saturated with the impregnation liquid as .suggested by First &t al. 
to remove the- excess liquid before the impregnated slabs were 
replaced in the aluminium tins and r©weighed *
When desorption experiments were being carried out the 
remaining impregnation liquid was collected and analysed to 
determine the solute concentration« This was necessary as 
flash evaporation la th© impregnation chamber resulted ia an 
appreciable increase ia the aoliste concentration*
After weighing the slabs were placed in their carriers 
and introduced into the diffusion cell where the actual 
diffusion process takes place*
^5*
4 o3.°3» The diffusion process.
. Before the impregnated slabs were placed in the diffusion 
cell and the experiment begun the liquid flow rate and temperature 
were adjusted to the required values» The flow rate was 
maintained at between 10 and 12 litres per hour f/hieh was 
equivalent to a Reynold©0 No« of about 100 at 2Q9Q<> @r 300 at 
80°Co These values were within the limits for which BoucherB 
Brier and Osburn (32) concluded that the diffusion process 
was independent of liquid flow rat®. The temperature was 
adjusted by varying the water bath temperature and observing 
the result on a thermometer immersed in the liquid flowing 
through the cello
The liquid was allowed to pass through the sell until 
steady state conditions of temperature and flow were achieved 
after which the slabs were placed in the eellB in random order, 
at noted time intervals. The slabs were left in the cell for 
the desired time and then removed. After their removal the 
slabs were slipped out of their containers and wiped with a 
cloth saturated in the liquid leaving the e©lia before being 
replaced in their respective aluminium tins and replaced in the 
oven.
The slabs were dried overnight at a suitable temperature, 
normally 110°Go for experiments with KOI and ?3eC. for
^experiments. with s ucrose.. .After their removal from the o v e n • 
the slabs' were'placed in & desiccator for 30- minutes before 
w e i g h i n g 0 Thus a measure of the weight -of solute retained 
by each group of .slab# .was obtained« Knowing the impregnation 
liquid temperature and concentration the values'of Q &  and Q 0 
could be calculated from the weight of liquid absorbed by the 
slabs during impregnation.
The' slabs were then extracted continuously for 8 « 16 h o u r © , 
depending ©a ?/hether KOI or sucrose was the ©©lute 0 before being 
used again.
b- o 3 <A ° The analytical technique» 
b' & 3 ° b* pi. Solute ° KG l o
The concentration of KC1 solutions were-estimated initially 
by titration with silver nitrate by the method, suggested by 
Kolthoff and Stenger (51*) but it was found that the comparatively 
large fluctuations in laboratory temperature experienced when 
the total extractors- (there .were two set©) were in use caused 
this method to become somewhat unreliable and to produce 
inconsistent results-. It'was decided, therefore, to measure 
the concentration o f  KQ1 solutions by conductivity --measurementso
The apparatus described by Thomas and Nook ( $ & )  was 







unsatisfactory owing/ in part* to the phase shift introduced 
by the capacitance of the conductivity cello It is significant, 
however* that when tests were carried out on fixed resistors 
the greatest accuracy obtainable was ± @h© oho when a resistance 
of 450 ohms was being measured0 The accuracy diminished further 
when the fixed resistor was replaced by the conductivity cello
It was thus apparent that the accuracy of measurement 
reported by Thomas and Nook could not be reproduced with the 
apparatus as constructed and that some modification would b© 
necessary. The balance position is indicated by the maximum 
shadow angle on the magic eye indicator and the'presence of 
stray parasitic currents obscures small changes in this angle 
as the balance position is approached» A detailed discussion 
of the effects of stray currants ia given by BenderBierjoanh 
and Winger (533® together with the measures which may ba taken 
to eliminate theme The Wagner earth suggested by Bender at al0 
was incorporated into the apparatus and an immediate improvement 
was noted in the accuracy with which measurements could be 
carried out 0
Figo 5 shows the circuit used in th© construction of the 
bridge-balance indicator. It is almost identical with that of 
Thomas and Nook, except that the 6E5 cathode tuning indicator is 













circuit proposed by Findlay (5ls-) for a suitable signal 
generatorthe only modification being the increase of the 
signal frequency from 1500 c/s to 220D e/s. ' This was carried 
out during the initial experiments with the Thomas - Nook 
circuit and, after the successful inclusion of the Wagner 
ground* was not altered though it has n© advantage over the 
original value.
Fig0 ? gives the general arrangement of the completed 
circuit including the Wagner earth and the variable capacitance 
used to balance the capacitance of the conductivity cello The 
leads used in the apparatus were fully screened and the signal 
generator in addition to being screened was kept at least 
15 feet from the bridge«=foalanee indicator. The Wagner earth 
may be used with bridge arms of any ratio* a suitable earth 
ratio being selected by the ganged switches and Sg* The 
capacitance of the cell was balanced by the selection value 
of capacitor by and by the final adjustment of the lOOpf. 
variable air condenser to give exact balance. Should it be 
necessary* the switch may be closed to introduce an 
additional capacitance of lOOOpf.
After the cell has been balanced us nearly as possible 
the switch S^ was moved to the earth position and the 100 ohm 






APPARATUS fo r  c o n d u c tan c e  m ea s u r e m e n ts
TIG. 7
kg • ^  »
e&bkod© .tuning indicator« The switch-Sc was then restored to 
its original position .and the sail rebalanced as b e f o r e o  This 
procedure was repeated until rebalancing of the coll did not 
necessitate further adjustment of the Wagner e a r t h .
The apparatus was found to be capable of measuring cell 
resistances of the order of 180 ohms to 0*1 ohms quit© readily* 
i.e. an accuracy of 1 in 1 9 S O O * As the conductivity.of the 
solution varies directly with temperature the measurements
O
were carried out in a water bath regulated to 25oOQ + OoOl C Q
Solutions of H  and 3N KGi are rather too concentrated to
make direst measurement of their conductivities practicable
with a commercial conductivity cello It was therefore decided
to dilute both solutions to approximately Q 0Q3N which gave a
cell resistance ©f about l8o ohms* In the ease of N KOI this
was accomplished by taking JOalo in a class A pipott© and adding
it. to a - litre standard flask which was then sad© up 'to the
©
graduation mark in a  water bath maintained at 29 Go T h e  
p r o c e d u r e  was the same for 3N-'solutions' except that a 20 m l 0 
pipette and a two litre flask were used.
The apparatus was standardised directly against a series 
of- solutions whose normalities ranged from GoQ29?0N to 0 o03030N, 
In the. case of N solutions this corresponded t© a  concentration 
range of Q*990N to XoOXQN and the concentration of an unknown
50c
solution ’was estimated' from a  plot, of concentration va.. r e s i s t a n c e . 
The lira!ting facto? in. the analyses - of the KOI solutions was the 
accuracy 'with which the standard -flasks were 'calibrated« .As 
no balance was available which would weigh a two litre flask- 
of distilled v/ater to an accuracy 'sufficient to recalibrate 
the fla s k s , It was necessary to accept the tolerances on these 
flasks as the limits of accuracy of the- estimationso
^ 03. ^ 2 . ' S o l u t e  - sucrose o
The estimation of ©one eat ration ©f sucrose solutions 
presented"ho difficulties, the measurements feeing carried out 
in a polarim©ter and the necessary accuracy’r e a d i l y .obtainedo
5 » CALCULATION OF . INTEGRAL DIFFUSION CQBFFXOJSHT5 . M ' D  
A CTIVATION ENERGIES FROM SXPEP.XHEijT Ah ._MTA.?-
These calculations may be conveniently considered in
*
four, sections;- .
5.1. the calculation of the theoretical equation
for the particular set o f . slabs feeing’ considered,
5.2. the calculation of the values of Q.0 , previously
defined as t h e  quantity of solute present ’ at ao.ro 
time in desorption .experiments e - and. 'Qc* defined as 
.the quantity- of. solute present after infinito time 
in absorption experiments,
experiments from the experimental and 
theoretical plots, aad9 
5 »^ » the calculation of activation energies 
for the diffusion process from the 
correlation suggested by Taylor•(15)y
these sections will be discussed in detail in the following
The first step in this calculation is t© determine the 
dimensions of the slabs by means of micrometer- measurements„ 
Considering the -relative importance of the individual dimensions 
the mean of six readings was taken for the thickness a, ©f three?
The theoretical equation for desorption has been shown
to be,
of a large number of terms* Generally the values of the first 
twenty terms .were calculated though many of'these were only
D S A exp .(-Q/RT)
JO r;3. © Q  c
The calculation of the theoretical equation
for the breadth b and of two for the length c«
pziOC^O t's0 (2p+X}2(2q+l)2(2r+i)2
(3.1?)
the complex form of this equation necessitates the consideration
important in the- early stages of the extraction (i0e, .for high
.values of.E^) and need not be considered in 'the -calculation of
Eq to three significant figures. It was felt, however, that
it was necessary to ensure that the calculation’was sufficient!;
accurate to prove whether or not the relationship.between 
2and Dk t gave a reasonably linear plot on semi-log. paper.
A portion of the complete calculation for the (2)H»125 
slabs will illustrate, the method employed. The mean dimensions 
of these slabs were,
thickness 3 ■ a ~ 0.198 inches
breadth, b ~ Q«75?4 inches
length, c s .1.372 inches
The terms considered in the calculation are shewn in Table 5«1«
53
Tahle 5«1». The functions of tho slab diaenalcmG used in 
the calculation of the theoretical'equation.
(2p-fl) ! (2q-rl)™ (2r+l)2 ' Q
v “ T “ X' 2? a80
1 I »
• ■ X- ■ . .
i i 9 32.05 9
1 9" X 41*8? 9
9 1 X 231.9. 9
- 1 X 25 40o55 •23
1 25 - X 95=53 25
25 X ! 64o 25
1 X 49 • 5300 49
i 49 1 112o32 49
X 9 9 46,12 31
9 1 9 236.1 (3x
9 9 X .246 *0 81
1 9 25 34,62 225
X 25 9 74« 2? 225
1 . 5 49 67.37 441
x 49 9 1X6*48 441
• !•■" 25 25 • 82*77 625
1 25 49 95=52 X225
1 • 49 25 124*98 1225
x. 49 49 137=73 2401
where Q . ?* (2p+i)2 (2q+I)2 - -(2r+l)2
a2 ‘ b*
and N ss (2p+l)2 (2q+l)2 (Sr+l)"
• As D-, the diffusion coefficient, and i0 - the- time, are both
unknown it is necessary to assume sorae value of the product'
IK/c "t to evaluate the exponential terms in equation (3d7) •
2It was found that a range of values of D% t from 0*001 to 0o050
•gave values of E$ from 0 C??5 to Ool'37* The‘calculated values
?of E^ for some of the chosen values Of D%~t are given in-
Tables 3°2d and 5°2o2 0
It can be seen that the importance of the smaller terms
2
decreases steadily until* for Dft t taken as 0«050? more than
half of the terms could be omitted without a significant change
in the final value of Ed®
Table 5°3 gives ifch©■calculated values of E^ used in
Pderiving the theoretical plot of E$ vs. Da t * Figo 8 illustrates 
this and the corresponding theoretical plot for the (l)Hol25 .• 
slabs* The tabulated values of for the other slabs appear 
in Appendix A.
Inspection of the equation for the absorption ©f a solute 
fey a slab shows that the calculated values for E^ are in.fact, 
also the.calculated values for (1-Ea),
IL 0 0 « ^
Ea ? 1 - (8/s2)
- 1 - Ed
or !3d » 1 - Ea
f „_2ir(2p + A 2 (Sq+l)2 (ar+l)2!
i^uszb* asksc* -tsssks 8 £ . r
3\ \ \ *- a . ■ b “ c"’ •
C2p*X)2 .(2q*l)2 -(-Sr-fl)^




















PLOT OF THE THEORETICAL0.8
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN E AND0.7
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Therefore one plot of the theoretical equation is sufficient 
for both absorption and desorption experiments0
Table 5°2<,lo Th© estimated values of Ed for Z = O.GQX and 0.006.
Z = OoQQl Z K 00OO6
I K ZQ exp (~ZQ) a ZQ ©xp (-ZQ) &
1 0.02780 ! 0.97258
, . j . r-r,
0.97258 0.16680 0.84637 Oo84637
9 0.05205 0.96846 0.10761 0.19230 Go82506 0.09X67
9 0.04l37 ! 0.95902 0 9 10656 0.25123 0.77862 O0O865I
9 0,23188 0.79284 0.03809 I .3913 0.24876 0.02764
25 0.04055 0.96026 0.03341 0.24330 0.78404 0.02992
25 0.09555 0.90890 O 0O3636 0.57316 0o56374 0.02255
25 0.640q4 0 .5272? 0.02109 3.84 0.02149 0.00086
w 0 c05550 0.94855 0.01936 • 0.31979 0.72630 6/. 0X482
k9 0.11225 0.89384 0.01824 0.67339 0.50998 0;01041
81 0.04SX2 0.95493 0.01168 0.27673 0.75826 0100936
81 0.25613 0.78968 0.00975 1.4168 0.24242 Oo00299
81 0.24595 0.78196 0.00965 1.4757 0.22862 G .00282
225 0.05462 0•94684 0.00421 0.32773 O.72056 0.00320
225 0.07^27 0.92343 0.00413 0.44560 0.64044 0.00284
M l 0.06737 0.93485 0.00212 0.40423 0066749 0.00151
44a 0.11648 0.39005 0.00202 O.69889 0.49714 0.00X13
625 0.08277 0.92057 0.0014? 0.49660 O .68060 0.00109
1225 0.09552 0.90391 0.00074 0.57309 0.56376 0.00046
1225 0*12498 0.88251 0.00072 0.74989 0.47242 0.00039 1
2401 0.13773 0.87133 0.00036 0.82639 0.43763 0.00018 j
21.45515 51.15673
Ed » (8/%2r . 2a Ed '« (8A2)3 . Ea
= (8A2)3 . 1.45515 - (8A 2)3 . 1.15673
» °»775 " £ .616
'Table 5.2.2., The estimated values of S$ for Z ~ 0.020 arid 0.050,.
Z ~ 0.020 s - 0.050
N ■ exp (-ZQ) a SQ exp (-ZQ)
I ar ~
i 0.55600 0.57350 0.57350 1,3900 0.24908 Oo24908
1 Q / q .64igo 0.52677 0 0 05 853 1.6025 0.20139 6.02238
9 0.83744 0.43282 0.04809 2.0936 0.12327 Oo01371
9 4.64 0.00973 0.00103 .. !
25 0.81100 0.44441 0.01778 2.0275 0.13166 10.00527
25
P ►*>
1.9105 0.14800 0.00592 -7.78
[
0.00840 0.00034
t-l-Q 1 .O66O 0.34439 0.00703 2 .6650 Go00960 Oo00142
h Q- 2 0 2446 0.10597 Oo00216 5 .61 0,00366 Oo00007
8l 0.92244 0.39755 0.00491, 2.3061 0.09965 0.00123
8i 4 0 72 0.00889 Oo 000.11 - -
8i 4.92 0.00730 0.00009 -
225 1.0924 0.33540 0.00149 2.7311 0.06515 0.00029
225 1.4853 0.22640 0.00101 3.713 0.02391 !Oo00011 j
44l 1.3474 0.25991 0.00059 3.369 0.03441 0.00008 1
441 2 .3296 0.09733 0*00022 5.82 0.00297 0,00001 {
625- I.6553 O.19IO3 0.00031 ■ 4.14 0.01592 I0.00003 i
1225 I.9IO3 0.14803 0.00012 4.78' 0.00,840 10.00001 I






























5°2. The calculation of Q0 and .
Before proceeding with the method of calculating the values 
of Q0 and it is necessary to consider the time taken by a 
slab to reach the temperature of the liquid in the diffusion cell. 
There are two reasons for doing so,
(a) if the slabs do not reach this temperature 
rapidly it cannot be said that diffusion to 
or from the slabs is taking place at this 
liquid temperature, and,
(b) if the slabs do reach the liquid temperature 
quickly then some expansion of the impregnated 
liquid must take place which, in the ease of 
desorption, implies that since the coefficients 
of expansion are not equal solute is being 
removed from the slabs by a mode of mass transfer 
other than diffusiono
10
In making an estimate of the time taken to reach the liquid 
temperature it is reasonable to assume, as an approximation, 
that the conduction of heat is occurring through only th© 
principal faces of the slabs a In fact, as heat is also being 
conducted through th© edges of the slabs* this assumption will 
give a calculated time greater than the actual time 0
5*2.1. Solution of the differential equation for;.-KTayjTut^ qa j^7i.trantrt.^ «^»ii»rx^ \^r«--Aea»=rrrvrr.' .\r»riarc»ntt>rr^ Ucaig»T^nj'-trrir.-x;rzr^ ngr^ 3
conductance of heat in a solid bounded by twoM« ww<w«a!-OTaft.w watutiao*»Mi|iigc mnXrsa n a m
parallel planes.
This solution is readily available in the literature 
concerning the conduction of heat in solids and may be
expressed a©6
00
x 2 V  *b c o sU- *R ,,2 a. 




p  \ p p , p f .
4- ~  ) g±u (mc/l) exp(~kn'"TC t/X ) I f (x5) a±n(n%/l )x° dx
x 2 _  oj
s (5.1)
where T s the slab temperature at any point x
T s the temperature at the first face o
a
T-0 s the temperature at the second faeeo
fCx9) a the temperafure at any point x at time t a 0
t s tinie in seconds
k s the thermal diffusivity-of the slab.
This equation may be simplified as8




£(x°) as'- a constant, the impregnation temperature
Equation C^ol) becomes
T
f- s±nf2a+l)S : • .
- (‘W a/k ) } —-- :--- — - exp U  C2a+1) Tt^ lct/l
■ . L.(2o+l) 1
“  sia(2a+l)^C3'rr n \ dm*i 
v (kT^/%) \ exp
(2ia+l)
'We. are interested in that part of the slab which will take 
longest to reach the liquid temperature® which, in. this easofl 
will, be at the centre of the slab, where % will equal 1/2 o 
Substituting in equation (5o2) wo have,
■ "so :
CT)X= 1/2 s TfS " n lT& " Tt) I  3mT' «*p[”<a»+D2*2k * A J
C5.5)
If and are known and a value assumed for k this equation 
may be solved for various values of t. It is apparent that th© 
time-'lag between the slabs being introduced into- the diffusion 
cell and their reaching the operating temperature will b© 
greatest at the maximum operating temperature ? i0©o 80°Go
60
Thus assuming<
T, . a s 8g°Co
rn , v f o  *
Cp .-= Oo3l6 Cell »/g* Go
= 3 c3 g o/Q Q *
K 0*0013
Q "eal*/6@8ocm * C/cm 0
f 0
Jr 0.0015/Do316 X 3 °3 cm^/see
Therefore
*5
This value of k is calculated assuming the slabs t© be virtually 
all silica (in fact they ar© 90% silica)»
03
Of 2.60 % -z 1 ~9z 1 -25z
(T>X « 3/2 “ 00 - "  / • + 3 * J *
o ; (5 ek)
2 2where z ~ kK t/1
Examination ©f this equation, suggests that for values of 
t greater than 10 seconds, the second and third terms may be 
neglected* Table f?ok gives values ©£ T calculated for a range 
of two.minutes after the introduction of the slabs into the
I
diffusion cello
5°4. Calculated- values of T when x » 1/2.
t z -ze T
1 0 * 0 . 3 5 5 0 . 5 7 4 1 3 2 . 4  1
3 0 1 . 6 6 5 0 . 1 8 9 2 6 4 . 4  j
6 0 3 . 3 3  : 0 . 0 5 5 8 7 7 . 0  |
9 0 5 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 6 4 7 9 °  5  |
1 2 0 6 . 6 6  ; 0 . 0 0 1 3  7 9 °  9  1
1 ~9s"The second term, has been included in ■
5
this calculation of to
It can be seen that the slabs have almost reached the 
operating temperature after one minute. It is reasonable to 
assume therefor©t that in experiments of ©ome thirty minutes 
durations the time taken by the slabs to rsach the experimental 
temperature will not be of critical importance. It is alssost 
certains however, that the sudden rise, in temperature will 
cause the liquid within the slabs .to expand and that consequently 
some of this liquid will be expelled from the slabs!
If it is assumed that, as the coefficient of expansion of 
the porous material is very small compared with that of water« 
the .expansion of the slabs themselves may be neglected then the 
volume. @f the liquid expanding from the slabs may be calculated0
This would, however, represent the extreme ease for in 
desorption solute would be transferred simultaneously by 
the diffusion and expansion processes* In the early stages 
of the extraction process it is clearly impossible to separate 
the two modes of mass transfer, but it is felt, that consideration 
of the expansion process gives & better apjprpxiiiiatioh to the 
experimental conditions, certainly in absorption, if not in 
desorption experiments*
5«2*2*1. The calculation of Qoo
has been defined as the quantity of solute.absorbed 
by the slabs after infinite timet If the expansion of the 
impregnated distilled water i3 neglected then Q©o may be 
found from,
wt Df 
= ■—  G
^  . Di o  ( 5 . 5 ) .
where = Weight of distilled water within the
impregnated slabs at the impregnation 
temperature.
D± = density of water at the impregnation
temperature.
D® = density, at the impregnation temperature,
of the solution from which the solute is 
being absorbed.
I)|q density, at 20°C*, of the solution from which
the solute is being absorbed.
= the concentration in g./litre of this 
solution at 20°C.
63.
Considering now the expansion of distilled water from'feh© 
slabs let,
■ V ss the porous volume of the
Wa 3s weight of liquid, in the slabs
temperature at which absorption is 
taking placeo
If the coefficient of expansion of the slabs is small compared 
with that of. distilled water then the porous volume V may bo 






and WQ « V D?
d  v cl
where s density of water at the temperature
therefore W_ = . W. £&
4
whieh absorption is taking 
w
Knowing the value of Wa we may.than calculate the volume of 
water remaining in the slabs after expansion relative to th© 
impregnation temperature,
W Da ua.
i f  s  w± 7 d |T 2
therefore
_ w s
qM  - t i G - a a - j
DIo W  (5.6)
the ratio of th© values of Qc<0 is given by tho rati© of 
equations (5°5) and (5«o)$
f# ) 2  




In the extreme case, i o@0 at an operating* temperature-of 80°Co 
and an impregnation temperature of X3SG a
DW/DW = 0.99912/0.97186
1 oG28
Thus the corrected value of is about 3% less than tho 
value calculated' neglecting expansion effects 0
This treatment does net consider th© very small reduction 
in concentration caused by th© addition of the volume of the 
water retained by th© slabs (about'30ml•) to the volume of the 
solution being circulated (about 13 litres)<,
5o2e2.2<, The calculation of Q0«
Q0 has been previously 'defined as the quantity of solute 
present in the slabs at time t equal to 0 and as before, 
neglecting expansion effects, Q0 may be calculated from.
Qo = w± g/d|o (5 „7)
where Wj_ ~ weight of solution retained by th©
slabs at the impregnation temperature *
G = concentration of the solute in g»/litro
at 20°G«
DpQ a density of th© impregnation solution
at 20°C
Comparison of this expression with equation (5*5) shows that 
they are virtually identical except that.the term in
• .3
equation (5°5) is replaced by which then cancels out with 
the similar term in the numerator leaving equation ($c?)o
Considering now the expansion of solution from the slabss
let V ’s the porous volume - of the slabs*
s weight of liquid in the slabs at th© 
desorption temperature* 
ss density of" the solution at the desorption 
temperature«
As before,
V » W±/Df 
and - V D§
therefor© . - W^pJ/D®
66
The volume of solution remaining in the slabs after expansion 
17ill bs.
Df ™ Ul (I)!)2
j -  JU
therefore-
D? D®
Qn " VLJGo  jL A «  .* a
(o ) d® , „
i 20 (5 .8)
.The rati© of tho two expressions for Q0 may be found frot.a
the rati© ©f equations (5 °7 ) and (5 ®(
Eq.(5.7) D® D®0
ICq, 0 ( 5 c 8) d 20
D?/D® r d
In the case of the desorption of 3N KOI at 80®Co and impregnation
at 150Co
D®/D® = l 0X406/XeX089
= 1.036
thus the correction is about k% ©f tho figure calculated by 
the simpler method.
5 »3» The calculation of integral diffusion coefficients.
If is apparent from the plot Ed vs. Z (fig. 8) that for
values of Bd less than Q 0^  the theoretical•equation may be
- ' ' ' { 
written &6C
log Ed
and inspection of the experimental results' suggests 
for E?3 less than Q<A they too may be expressed asc
log Ed a‘*t + C«
Combining' equations (5<>9) and (5°10) we have
s m 5 (Z2 2»i)
~  a'?Ct2 - t^)
Ed2
Ej,
and as Z = Dk2t,
7C2D('tf2 ” s '





By expressing m° and is" in terms of log Ed , t and Z and 
substituting in equation (5 oil) w© have9
hay© V,
D 1 z2 ~ zl
K*’ ^2 ” ' (5ol2)
As we could have squally well started with log (l«Ea) it follows 
that equation (5°12) holds for both absorption and desorption. 
The values' of D calculated in this way are integral values 
rang© G015 <.E^< Q 0k or Qol5< l~Ea< 0 o^ o
5°^* ■ The calculation of the activation energy for the diffusion 
process from the derived integral diffusion.coefficients»
In the summary of the study of diffusion in liquids given• 
earlier it has been shown that Eyring0 s work leads to the 
assumption of an exponential relationship between D, th© diffusion 
coefficient, and T the absolute temperature,
6
D '* TT/5 vf L 2%m
exp (-E/HT) (1.10)
Unfortunately, both 6 and are functions of T which prevents 
further simplification ©f equation (IdO). The normally accepted 
equation for the ©@rr@lati©fi of experimental data is that suggested 
by Taylor (15),
D a A exp (-Q/RT)■ (lo!3)






The plot was examined for signs of regular curvature
indicative of. hydrogen bonding affecting the slope, of th© 
line but as non© was visible it was concluded that th© value 
of Q c o u l d •also be calculated by the method of least squares8 
in order that some ^ idea of the limits of accuracy of the 
correlation could- be obtained. It is probable that the 
variation.in the individual values of the diffusion coefficients 
is of a-greater order than the curvature of the plot ©f. D vs. l / T  
and. consequently n© definite conclusions about curvature are 
possible o
It is reasonable to assume that the measurements’ of the 
temperature at which the experiments wore carried out were free 
from;'error - and also that errors arising in the measured diffusion 
coefficients were independent of th© temperature at' which th© 
experiments were carried o u t » For thee© experimental conditions 
Paradine and Rivett (35) suggest that fox* expressions of the f o r m „
y A ©xp (Bx)
th© constants A and B should be calculated from
S.y"“log y « log A ? > j  ■* B Sxy
.2
( 5 - W
Zafcy log y ~ log A Xxy * B £x *y
2 2
(5=15)
Unfortunately, these equations for the calculation.of the 
constants are not easily applicable to the calculation of 
fch© variance of This Was done by the more conventional 
■method to gain an-approximate figure for the limits of 
accuracy.
A specimen, calculation for the desorption of N' KG1 from 
the (2)Hol|5 slabs completes this section»
5 - 5 ° Specimen calculation0
From the theoretical plot of E<j Y.fiu 21 it was found that 
for H2 equal to 0 o^  and equal to Oolp? that
„ 0.03291 r 6.^52 r 1 .z1 v
D ■= 9TS70 x "“ go” x I
where the term 6j|452/6Q is a conversion factor relating the 
2 ?units ino/min. to cra«/s@e. Th© calculated values of D are
The values of D-.shown in the third column. of Table 5*5 
were used to calculate the activation energy Q but for 
comparison with other results . "rounded-off” figures such as 
are shown in the fourth column were usedo
. To simplify the statistical calculation y was taken a®
6 310 D and x as 10 /T; thus it.was necessary to multiply the
derived value of A by 10 but those terms containing x.ware
multiplied by 10 before the completion of the calculationo
Table 5»b indicates the necessary functions of x and y
employed in the derivation of A and
Table lj *6, ^  Statistical calculation of the constants A ' and Q,,
Table 5 06 is shown in two parts, the first containing x, y
and log-y while the second part gives the derived values ©f
2 2 2 2 2 " 2 X , xy , x y »" y log y - and xy log y.
X ; y ' ■ log y
3.413 8*32 2.118.7
3 c 300 9»61 2.2628
3.195 11.62 2,4327
3.096 13 .40 2.5953
3.004 15.76 2 07575
2.915 18.06 2.8937
2.826 21 .34 '3o0606
2y 2xy 2 '2 ■v if 2y 'log y xy2log y
1
6902224 236.2561 806.3419 146 <,6615 500.5557
92.3521 304.7619 1005c7144 208.9743 689.6153
I 135.0244 431.4030 1378.3325 331.1743 1058.1020
179.5600 555.9178 1721.1214 466 ..0121 1442.7734
248.3776 ? 4 601263 2241.3634 684.9012 2057.4433
3 2 6.1636 950.7669 2771.4855 943.8196 2751.2342
455.3956- 1286.9480 ■ 3636.9149 1393.7838 3938.8329
1506.0957 4512.1800 13561.27-40 4175.3285 12438.5568
the values of activation energies are generally expressed in 
keal„ i0©01
Q s 3°26 keal
These calculations have been.carried out to a greater 
nuabsr of significant figures than is justified toy th© accuracy 
of the experimental results tout it was found that a lesser
number of figures'introduced errors duo. to rounding off such 
2.produets as xj to the appropriate number of places•
6. ■ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
6ol Introduction.
It.is convenient to consider the.experimental results in 
two sections,
(a) the results for the preliminary series of 
experiments with slabs whose thickness was 
QoX inches (0,25 era.), and,
(b)- the results for the more detailed study of 
the processes of absorption and desorption 
With slabs of double this thickness i»e0 
0 o 2 .  ins* (Qo3 ca0)«.
Th© preliminary test® of the experimental technique 
consisted of desorption experiments with the (1)H»125 and
(1)CF,6 grades of material using N and 3N KC1 a® solutes. 
These experiments revealed that values of toward the end 
of the extraction process,, i0e0, E$ <C 0*2-, showed much more 
variations than those in th© rang© 0<,4>E(5>0o2. This was 
particularly true of th© desorption of N KG1,
This lack.of accuracy was undoubtedly a result of th© 
comparatively small weight of solute retained by these slabs 
after impregnation, ®ogo impregnation of th© (1)GFc6 slabs 
with H KOI gave 150 milligrams of solute before extraction. 
Consequently it was not unusual to find that for values of
Es,-j <  0.2, the weight of unextracted solute was about 20 mg.
This value is derived from four separate weighings and thus 
if the accuracy of the balance is ~ 0.2 mg. and it is assumed 
that there./are.-no other errors in th©-experimental technique 
resulting.in losses in weight of the'slabs® e0go minor.abrasions 
of the slabs, .etc •, then the- greatest accuracy which may bo 
expected .is-£ 0 08 rag. or about £ h%«
The obvious way by which th© accuracy of the experiments 
may be.improved is to increase the weight of solute retained 
by the slabs -after impregnation. When the preliminary aeries 
of experiments had been completed it was decided, therefor©, 
to continue'-the experiment© with slabs of a greater thickness 0 
There arc, however, two factors which limit the extent to
which the thickness, may be increased«
(a) as the thickness is increased the range of
values of for which the theoretical
equation may be regarded as linear decreases® and®
'(b) the time taken for a solute to be absorbed or
desorbed is a function of the square of the thickness 
and consequently if the thickness is to© great the 
duration of th© experiment© becomes inconveniently 
long, In fact, some of the experiments' with-sucrose 
took 10 hours to complete, necessitating a largo 
quantity, of.distilled water if the flow rat© is to 
be maintained at 10-12 litres per hour.
?6o
It was decided to increase the thickness of the slabs 
to about Q.2 ins. (0.5 cm.)0 This extended the duration of 
the experiments by a factor of 4 and gave a theoretical equation 
which could 3till be regarded as linear for values of Ed<0.4.
Plots ©f the experimental results are given but only the 
derived integral diffusion coefficients are given in sections 
6o2 and 6*3» The detailed experimental results from which th© 
plots of Ed and l»Ea vs. t were prepared are given in Appendix Bo
6.2. Results for the desorption of KC1 from ••(1)S«125
and (1)CFo6 slabso
Th© experimental plots of E^ vs. t are given in Figs0
9 - 1 2  and th© corresponding plots of D vs <, l/T in Fig0 13 •
Th© derived integral values of D are given in Table 6ol0
Table 6.1. Integral values of D for the (l)Hol25 a&d
(l)CFo6 slabso
T°C. 1Q5D~(1)Ho125 105d-(1)CF.6
H-KC1 | 3N KC1 N KOI 3N KC1
20 Oo86 Oo85 0.55 ■0.52
30 , 0.99 1.02 0o6? Ob 64?
40 1.25 1.25 0.77 Go 73'
50 1.45 lo49 0.89 bo 90
60 1.68 lo?4 1«G4 1.05
70 1.91 2.00 1.23 1.22
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PLOT OF D v. I /T  FOR THE ^  v *-
*
DESORPTION OF KOI FROM
I-H .I25 AND I-CF.6 SLABS
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FIG. 13
Table* 6.2 gives the calculated constants A and Q in the
equation
D - A erp ( )
Table 6.2. Calculated values of A and Q.
| Solute
310J A Q kea1/mol.
(1)H.123 (1)CF."6 (DH.12.5 (DCF.6










b .3* Results for the absorption and desorption of KOI and 
sucrose for the (2)HoI25 and (2)Bo$ slabs.
As has been stated earlier the JB«3 grade of material was 
used as a substitute for the CF.6 grade, the production of which 
had bean discontinued in the interval between the preparation 
of the slabs of 0,»1 ias. thickness and the decision t© use 
slabs of 0.2 ins, thickness0
FigSo - 17- give the . experimental. results for the 
absorption and desorption of Sand 3N KC1' for the (2)H.X25 slabs. 
Fig. 16 is the s@rai~l@go plot'of the derived values of D vs. 1/T0 
Figj. 19 ~ 23 give the corresponding results for the (2)3P3 slabs. 
Tables 6o3 and Sc3. show the derived values of D and Tables 6oA 









PLOT OF D V. I /T  FOR 
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THE 2 -H .I2 5 -K C I EXPERIMENTS 
-‘X  -------------------------------------
^  \  .  ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS
 DESORPTION EXPERIMENTS
NN
B -  3N KCI ^  ® '
DESORPTION ^
O — N KCI 
□  -  3N KCI
i I I I I I_______L-
2.8 2.9 3 .0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5
IQ3. I/T
ABSORPTION 
€> -  N KCI
FIG. 18
Table 6.3- Integral values of ~P for the (2)H.125 slei.be 0
rn®p
ickd.- absorption lO^D - desorption
J- W O
N KCI ■ 3K KCI N KCI 3N KCI
20 0*75 0,85 O083 O
O
30 Go 94 le0:8 0*96 0 o94
4-0 1.19 1.31 10I6 lol2
50 1 o45 r.51 10 34 lo29
60 I069 1.79 1 ^ 8 1.56 .
70 2 o22 2.09 1.81 X083
8o 2 0 42 2o44 2.13 2 * 64
Table 6.4. Calculated values of A and Q for the ( 2)/B o!25 slabs»
Absorption Desorption
Solute 10'’ Q kcal/m 105 A Q kcal/m
N KCI 7.56 4.02 Sol? 3 =>26
3N KCI 3 063
1
3 g51 2.55 3 o38
PLOT OF D v. I /T  FOR THE
" X .
^  \  2 — B.5 —  KCI EXPERIMENTS
- —  ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS 
 DESORPTION EXPERIMENTS
O sABSORPTION \
€  -  N KCI '
H -3 N K C I
DESORPTION \ o  v
O -  N KCI ^
□  -3 N K C I
79.
Table 6.5° Integral values-of D for the (2)B.5's'i&b'a.
T°C .
. 10:?D - absorption 3• 10 D  - desorption
N KOI 3N KCI N KCI 3N KCI
20 0. % 0.54 0.46 0.49.
30 0 .54 0 0 64 O 06O 0 061
4 o o  c 7 4 , 0.75 0.74 0.75
30 0.87 1 0 o92 0 0 88 0.93
60 1.05 1.17 1.02 1.06
70 1.27 1.34 1,19 1.23
8 o 1.51 1.61 1.39 1.39















FiQ&, 24 « a? give the experimental results for the absorption 
and desorption of 0 03M and M sucrose for the (2)Hol25 slabs„ Figc 
23 is the semi-logo plot of the derived values of D vs. 1/T F-5 era
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^ X  NS^ XABSORPTION \  N
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H  -  M SUCROSE X  n N
DESORPTION
O -  0.3M  SUCROSE X
□  — M SUCROSE
FIG. 28
8o.
Tables 6.7 and 6.9 illustrate t'he dorivad integral values for 
the diffusion coefficient and Tables 6 <.8 and 6.10. the calculated 
values of A and Q.
Table 6.7. 'Integral values of D for the (2)11.125 slabso'
rpOfi
.3
10 D - absorption IQ^D - desorption
i \j *
0.3M Sue. M Sue. G.3M Sue 0 M Sue .
20 0.201 0.141 0.210 0.183
30 0.239 0.194 0.273 0.246
ho 0.332 0.244 0.361 0.322
30 0 .4-31 0.300 0.433 0.397
60 .0.529 0.396 0.530 0.486
70 0.6?1 0.317 0.64? 0.576
8°
t .—
0.818 O.638 0.766 0.720
Table 608. ' Calculated values of A and Q for the ('2)H.125 slabgj.
Solute
Absorption Desorption
10^ A Q keal/m 10*5 A Q kcal/m
Q.3M Sue = 11.8 . 3.03 3o64 4.32
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,' b
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2.8 2.9 3 .0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3 A
IO3. I/T
FIG. 33
Table 6.9-. Integral values of D for the (2)13.5 slabs.
T °C.
510 D - absorption
5
10'D <=> desorption
0.3M Sue. M Sue. 0.3M Sue. M Sue .
20 0.119 0.104 0.133 0.130
30 0.172 0.133 0.172 0.165
40 0.198 0.161 0.210 0.209
50 0.253 0.20? 0.265 0.253
■ 60 0.299 0 0 261 0.317 0.316
?o 0.377 0.326 0.377 0.350
8q 0.^91 0.373 0.443 0.450




N-\OrH Q kcal/m IO5 A Q keal/m
j 0.3M Sue. 3.73 4.69 1 O^ l 4.04
j M Sue. 2.44 4.53 1 °99 4.27
7e DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
Before attempting to interpret the significance of the 
experimental results„ there are one or two general aspects 
which may be considered.
7°lo The Consistency of the Results.
In the course of the experimental programme two princip- 
types were observed:-
TYPE Is Absorption or desorption curves which, although
themselves quite regular , gave lines whose slopes 
were inconsistent with those of the others of that 
group.
e.g. in fig0 29? the results for the desorption 
of the 0o3M sucrose? the extraction curve 
for 40°Co suggests that the desorption ©f 
sucrose has taken place more slowly than would 
have been expected® This is confirmed by 
examination of the corresponding plot of 
D vso 1/T in figo 33°
TYPE 5; Experimental results whose spread was such as to 
prevent any .reliable estimate being made ©f the 
slope of the absorption or desorption curve.
A series of duplicate experiments revealed? as would be 
expected, some variation in the points towards the end of 
.desorption (or absorption) process* It is thought that
experimental errors'of this type were responsible for 
anomalous results'of type (1) and it was desided, therefor©„ 
not to repeat experiments exhibiting this type of error sins© 
the results as reported give an indication of the consistency 
of the results to be expected from this experimental technique*
.In the ©as© of errors ©f type (2) examination of the weights
of the slabs before and after impregnation suggested that
•either the slabs had not been fully impregnated or more
frequently that the residual solute had not been completely 
extracted after the previous experiment. Duplicate experiments 
were carried out for.results indicating this type of error but 
when the probable causes were recognised and precautions taken 




Examination of the experimental results indicates that the 
spread of the results for absorption experiments, is invariably 
greater, than for the corresponding desorption experiments. It 
is thought that this is--almost certainly due to the.experimental 
technique itselfo In each experiment0 whether absorption or 
desorption? the surfaces of the slabs must be wiped
1) after removal, from the impregnation chamber and,
2) after removal from the diffusion cell.
8*k
with a cloth saturated in the appropriate liquid. The importance 
of these operations is nots however, the same in the two•pro e e s s o o0 
Consideration of the desorption experiments shows that the second 
wiping9 ioSo that after leaving the diffusion, cell *.is of 
negligible importance as the concentration of solute.in the 
liquid at the slab surfaces is extremely small-and the solute 
is practically distilled water and consequently as the slabs 
are to be oven dried it does not matter whether what is to all 
intents and purposes solute free liquid, is*removed from or 
deposited on the surfaces of the slabs. The wiping of the 
slabs after impregnation is more important but even this may 
probably be neglected as the solute at the slab surface is 
removed practically instantaneously and consequently the' 
removal or addition of a thin film of solution will have 
little effect ©„i the overall extraction timeo
Considering now absorption experiments, it is at once 
apparent that by similar reasoning the effect of wiping after 
impregnation is also probably of little importance? but that 
the most important operation is the wiping after the removal 
of the slabs from the diffusion cello Here it is obvious that 
any liquid film will consist of solution at the experimental 
solute concentration and that even a film of the order of one 
ten-thousandth of an inch thickness (0«0025 mm.) will introduce
Op
an appreciable erroro
e ago in the absorption of molar sucrose ths amount of solute 
■absorbed'after infinite -time would be about 1000 mg. The
p p
surface area of a group of slabs is 8o?3 iaso” (56*5 cm.o“) and 
thus the presence of a .film of OoOOOl inches thickness will 
result in the addition of lok3 x 10 cc* of solution to the 
surfaces of the slabs« This is equivalent to about b ago of 
solute and although this is small compared with the amount of 
solute absorbed (between 600 « 9GGfflg*) it must be remembered 
that.It is 1 - Ea which is being plotted* ■ Consequentlyt 
if S,a “ 0 *850 3 an additional 5 «g. of solute reduces 1 - Ea 
from Go 150 to 0ol’*5 - a significant .error on one cycle
semi-log paper* Thus the results for absorption will always 
tend to be loss accurate than the..corresponding desorption 
experiments *
?*3» The Significance of the Experimental Requits
In attempting to establish the relative importance of the 
factors contributing to the rate at which a solute was absorbed 
or desorbed, it was found that solute concentration and temperature 
could not 'be considered independently and it was decided therefore 
to divide the discussion into three main sections:-
1) the effect of the physical properties of the 
solute on the diffusion process s
36.
2) the effect of the physical properties of
porous medium from which or into which mass 
transfer was taking place, and 
.3) consideration of possible explanations for the 
disagreement between’ the results for absorption 
and desorption.
7o3_ol^  The .Effect of the Physical Properties of the Solute»
(a) . Desorption Experiments:
The experimental results for the desorption rims suggest 
that the rate of desorption is substantially independent of th© 
initial solute eoncentratione Examination of the results for 
KGX Cfigs o XS and 23) shows that the plot of D ts: l/T for 
N and 3N solutions lie very elose .together• For sucrose, 
however,. the results for the two different types ©f slab d© 
not agreeo Those for the (2)B«5 slabs (fig® 33) are similar 
t© the results for KOI, but there is a marked difference'in the 
rates at which 0«3M and M solutions ar© desorbed from the 
(2)1-1 oX23 slabs. It is thoughts therefore, that this may be 
attributable to the effect of the solid structure rather than 
to the properties of the solute.
Thus th© results for desorption are in agreement with the 
experimental results reported by Piret, Ebel, Kiang and 
Armstrong (3?) •
Concentration appears to have little effect on the
57.
activation, energies for desorption* Unfortunately, the method 
suggested by Paradine and Rivett C$5)'.for the statistical 
determination of the constants in the equation of the fora,
y = A exp (Ex)
cannot be .readily extended to the calculation of the limits of 
accuracy of the constants• In order to gain some knowledge of 
this s limits were calculated from the conventional "least square:;*" 
method. The values obtained by this method were of the order of 
1 0.05 to ~ 0.1 keal. and it is reasonable to assume that this 
gives some indication of the accuracy ©f the constants derived 
by the more complex method.
Thus the differences between the activation energies for 
the’two concentrations is ©f the order of the expected experimental 
error. Consequently there is no evidence that solute concentration 
has any influence on the activation energy•though in the case of 
KGX the fact that in five out ofssix series of experiments 
(including the results of the preliminary tests) the activation 
energies for 3N solutions are greater than those for N solutiona 
seems t© suggest that a small difference does exist«. It follows, 
of course, that if the rat© of desorption is independent ©f 
solute concentration then the activation energy must also bo 
independent of concentration.
It is difficult to obtain activation energies for diffusion
in fre© solution with which to compare those calculated from 
the experimental results, but the following values were 
estimated from the available integral diffusion coefficients,
KC1 Q s 3*6 kcal/mole
Sucrose Q = *f„6 kcal/mole
It must be emphasised that these values were calculated over 
a smaller temperature range (10 » /fr0oC.) than those of the 
experimental results (20. - 80°Co) If these values of Q are 
correct, then it follows that the activation energies for the 
desorption process are smaller than those for diffusion in 
free solution.
(b) Absorption Experiments:
The experimental results indicate that the solute 
concentration is of importance in determining the rate at 
which a solute v/ill be absorbed. It is of interest that for 
more concentrated solutions its effect is as predicted by 
Crank and Henry (39)* In tk® case of KC1 where the differential 
diffusivity after passing through a minimum, increases with 
increasing concentration, the absorption of 3N solutions takes 
place more quickly than the corresponding desorption process.
N KC1 solutions are not always absorbed more readily than 
desorbed; in this case temperature appears to be the controlling
factor. The results for sucrose-where the 'differential 
cliffusivity decreases with increasing concentration indicate 
that M •solutions ar© desorbed more readily than absorbed, but 
once again temperature appears to control the relative rates 
of absorption and desorption for the more dilute solutions.
The concentration also appears to influence the magnitude 
of. the activation energy. In moat cases the activation energi
for the mor© dilute solutions.are greater than those for the
* '
m o r e :concentrated8 the differences being such as to preclude 
their being attributed to experimental error. The exception 
is the absorption of M sucrose by the (2)11.12$ slab a , but 
as the results for this series of experiments differ in so 
many aspects from the results for the others and it is thought 
that the porous solid must exert an important influence on this 
aeries of experiments.
It is- also apparent -that the activation energies for , 
absorption:, are greater than those for diffusion in free- solution 
but not so much greater as those reported by Christensen (19)«
7 .$.2. The Effect of the Physical Properties of the
Porous Si
It. has'been previously- suggested (5 0)07) that one of the 
effects-of the solid structure on the diffusion process would 
be to increase the distance which must be travelled by a
90
diffusing particle. Consequently the ratio of the diffusion
coefficient in free solution to that for diffusion in a slab
2should be constant. This ratio has been defined as K where
K is the ratio of the distance travelled by a diffusing particle
to the apparent, distance as suggested by the dimensions of the
solid structure.
Estimating the integral diffusion coefficients for free
solution as 1.60 and 1.73 x 10 ^ for N and 3H,KC1 and 0.46 x 10
2for 0 o3M and M sucrose, the values of K have been calculated
ofor the desorption and absorption of KCX and sucrose at 20 C« 
These values are given in Tables ? o l  and ? 02  respectively.
2 oTable 7 ,1, - Values of K fox- Desorption at 20 C .
1
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Table 7«2o - Values of K*~ for Absorption at 2QGQ0
Solute
K2 - (2)Hol25 K2 - (2)Bo3
Obs. Calc. Obs o Calc,
N KCl 2,13 2,10 3.72 3 .64
3N KCl 1-99 2,03 3 o20 3o39
OoJM Sucrose 2,29 2A2 3 086 3.86
j M Sucrose 3^0 3 o26 '+,48 4,42
The values in the ''observed" columns are based on the experimental 
diffusion coefficients ana those in the "calculated" columns, 
on the smoothed values recalculated from the derived equations
relating D and T. It is impossible to interpret the values of
2
K for absorption as the solute concentration appears to be the
2
controlling factor, and any differences existing in K are
completely obscured by the variation of D with concentration,
For desorption, however, where solute concentration appears to
2have little influence, comparison ©f the values of K“ for N KCl
2and M sucrose indicates that K for sucrose is greater than that 
for ICCX. This is true for both types of slab but its difference
is more marked for the (2)H <,125 slabs,
i.e. for (2 )H.125 K s u o r o a o KCl = 1"ZL.
<2>B -5 ^  sucroSe / K\ci = ^  ■
qp
Those ratios have been calculated using smoothed values of D.
If the experimental results are.used, the ratios become 1.30. 
and 1.02 respectively. This suggests that the relative 
dimensions of the slab pores and solute molecules may be of 
considerable importance in determining the rate at which the 
solute diffuses through the slab. It is true that the moan 
pore size of the (2)H.125 slabs is one micron (as determined 
by BoScSo 1969)t which is many times larger than even the 
sucrose molecules, but an appreciable number of the pores 
must be very much smaller than this* It is of interest to 
note that in the ©Ely other comparative experiments of absorption 
and desorption in porous media, no differences were observed in 
the rate at which the two processes took place. The significant 
difference between these experiments carried out by Wall,
Grieger and Childers (38) and those described hero lies in the 
method of introducing the solute to the slabs. Wall et al, 
prepared their frits by allowing them to stand in the appropriate 
solution, initially for a week and thereafter for one day, as 
it was found that the frits reached constant weight after one 
week during the initial "filling" period and that after this 
one day was sufficient to bring them into equilibrium with' tho 
solution.
93 o
When an attempt was made to impregnate the (2)Ho125 slabs 
by this method* it was found * that as reported by Wall @t al.B 
little increase in weight was observed after two or three days 
but that even after a week the amount of solution absorbed was 
only 75% of that absorbed during impregnation under vacuum.
p
In view of this and the difference in the values of 1C 
for sucrose and KCX„ it must be concluded that a substantial 
number of the pores are of such dimensions as to restrict 
diffusion by frictional resistances or by the reflection of 
solute molecules from the solid walls.
7 °5 °3» Possible Explanations for the Pissimilaritiea 
in Absorption and Desorption Experiment's.
Consideration of the experimental results for absorption 
and desorpt3.on indicates that the two processes are affected 
differently by solute concentration and temperature. Essentially
the- difference is that the rate of desorption and the corresponding
i
activation energy are substantially independent of solut® 
concentration and temperatureB whereas both the rate of absorption 
and the activation energy seem to vary markedly with ccmcentr&tiozs 
and temperature.
For desorption9 on which rather more experimental work 
has been dones Boucher ? Brier and Osburn (32) have shsvm that 
the resistance to diffusion of the liquid film at- the slab
surface is of small importance compared with the resistance 
of the carrier material itself. Various authors have suggested 
that besides increasing the length of path followed, by diffusing 
moleculess the solid structure may also bo responsible for other 
resistances to diffusion such as anomalous solvent viscosity 
effects and collisions between the diffusing particles and the 
pore walls. In these circumstances, it is perhaps reasonable 
to assume that the effect of solute concentration may be small« 
Also, as the number of diffusing particles affected by their 
proximity to the pore walls will increase with increasing 
temperature, the plots of D vs. 1/T for diffusion in fro© 
solution and desorption should always diverge as T increases„ 
Consequently * the slope of the plot and hence the activation 
energy will always be less for desorption than for diffusion 
in free solution.
If the effects of temperature and concentration ©n the 
desorption process ar© a consequence of the diffusion process 
being controlled by the slab resistance, then consideration 
of the effects of concentration and temperature on the absorption 
process suggests that the resistances to mass transfer in the two 
processes are not identical. Christenson (19) has suggested 
that a possible explanation of activation energies'greater than 
those for diffusion in free solution, is the existence of energy
95 o
barriers within the porous structure of the solid, which 
oppose diffusion« The activation energies obtained for the 
desorption experiments do not altogether support this theory, 
as it implies that there are resistances to diffusion in one 
direction but not in the other0
One alternative explanation is that in the absorption of 
a solute the liquid film resistance at the slab surface may 
be of more importance* In desorption experiments, the diffusing 
particles are constrained to travel in the direction of the 
concentration gradient. In absorption experiments, however,; 
the solute molecules may also travel in the direction of the 
bulk flow of the solution thus reducing the driving force 
causing mass transfer. If the liquid film resistance is the 
controlling factor, then solute concentration would assume at 
least the same importance as for diffusion in free solution 
while temperature would be also important as the thickness 
of the interface film would decrease with decreasing viscosity.
If these explanations are correct, it would be reasonable 
to expect that:
a) for desorption, activation energies would 
decrease with decreasing pore size,, i.e. for 
any given solute the activation energy for the 
(2)H.125 slabs would be less than that for the
(2)B.5 slabs,
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b) for absorption, the film resistance would
b© dependent, to some extent, on th© roughness 
of th© slab surface. As the (2)Bo5 material 
was considerably rougher than th© (2)Hol25, 
greater activation energies would be expected 
for slabs of the former material, and,
c) if, at higher temperatures, the film resistance 
becomes negligible, then the difference between 
the rates of absorption and desorption will 
decrease with increasing temperature, but 
diffusion coefficients for absorption should 
nevei’ exceed those for desorption*
It iss apparent that (a) and (b) suggest that activation 
energies for diffusion into or from the (2)B*5 slabs should 
always be greater than the corresponding values for the
(2)H*125 slabs* Th® experimental results for KCl are in 
agreement with this, but the activation energies for th© 
experiments with sucrose invariably show a converse trend* 
Examination of the results also indicates that they are in 
complete disagreement with the hypothesis expressed in (©)* 
Thus the experimental evidence only partially supports tho 
premise of th© film resistance being tho controlling factor 
in absorption experiments *
An alternative explanation for the dissimilar results 
for the two processes may be found in the essential difference 
between the experimental techniques employed in preparing the
slabs for immersion in the diffusion cell. In desorption 
experiments8 the slabs are impregnated under vacuum and thus 
the solute is forced into the pores of the solid, while in 
absorption experiments, the slabs are only impregnated with 
distilled water, the solute having to diffuse into the poroe 
from the circulating solution. The results reported by 
Wall, Grioger and Childers (38). have already been discussed 
( P o 2 Q ) 2 and as Wall et al. report identical rates of absorption 
and desorption, for what are probably only partially impregnated 
porous solids, it may be concluded that the differences in the 
ratio of absorption and desorption observed in the present work 
are caused by the effect of the smaller pores on the diffusion 
process, i.e* diffusion into small pores may not take place 
as readily as diffusion from pores into which a solute has 
been forced*
Another factor which may influence the relative rate of 
absorption and desorption, is the rate at which the slabs reach 
the operating temperature. The attempt made to calculate this 
depends upon the assumption that the slab is a rectangular 
parallelepiped and, consequently, the time taken will be a 
simple function of the dimensions of the slab. In fact, 
however, in a similar manner to diffusion, the conduction of 
heat also will follow a tortuous path and furthermore, should
heat transfer take place frora the solid structure to the
impregnated liquid, then liquid film resistances between
the pore walls and the liquid may assume considerable
importance# Thus absorption at higher temperatures9
where the solute is already at the operating temperature,
may take place oiore rapidly than desorption where the
0solute is initially at approximate3.y 20'C. It is doubtful„< 
however, whether this would account wholly for the differences 




It may be concluded that the rates of desorption from and 
absorption into porous materials will depend upon the physical 
properties of the solute and the siae and distribution -of the 
pores within the solido
Generallyt it may be expected that the rate of desorption 
will be almost independent of solute concentration but that 
the rats of absorption will not. Similarly the effects of 
temperature will also be dissimilar. In absorption, it will 
largely depend upon solute concentration but it will, in any 
case, result in activation energies larger tham that for 
diffusion in free solution, whereas in desorption the effect 
of temperature will probably be substantially independent of 
concentration but will result in activation energies less than 
that for diffusion in free solution0
The reasons for these dissimilarities would appear to be 
so complex as to render very difficult the prediction of the 
relative rates of absorption and desorption <>
APPENDI X .
The solutions of the theoretical equation for .diffusion 
necessary for the calculation of.integral diffusion coefficient 
from the experimental results.
A.I . ■ Preliminary experiments- with. (1) H.125 and (1) CF»6 slabs .
The mean values'-of the thickness' a. width b, and length c 
in inches s are given in Table Ado
Table A„L_ Dimensions of the Cl) H d 25 and (1) CF<>6




































A «2.. K:-;dsr 1 nts with (2) H«X23 and {£) B 05 £i&bSo
The mean values, of a 9 b, and c arcs given in Table A 03
Table AJ. rJiaignlonG of tho (2) E 0125 and (2) Bo5 .Slabs





0 0 756 
0,75*
1 o 373 
1,^90
Table A<A
1 s2 . r— —  
1 (2)H.125 .(2) Bo5
0.001 j 0 0 775 0*775
0.002 | ■ 0o?^ ■ 0*736
0.00^ 1 O0669 0 0.671
0 o006 1 0o616 0o618
0 >010 | ,Q:o5?3
V©rA0O
0o020 J 0,385 0,389
0o030 a Qo2b?-(r Go 28?
OcQkQ I 0o210 0,213• 1
Oo050 | Ool57 0,159
APPENDIX B.
Appendix B illustrates a specimen calculation sheet, 
shown in Table B« l ,  (on the following page) and explains the 
various steps in the calculation of the values of Ed and 1 - Ea .
The results for the individual groups of slabs are 
indicated by the reference letters A to G«
Column (1).
This gives the weights of the aluminium containers plus 
slabs, then the weight of the containers alone, and consequently 
by subtraction the weights of the slabs prior to impregnation.
Column (2).
This gives the combined weights of the containers together 
with their associated slabs following impregnation with distilled 
water, Hence the weights of the impregnated slabs,
Column (3)»
This gives the weights of the containers plus the slabs 
after oven drying for 12 - 16 hours* then the individual 
weights of the containers. Hence the weights of the slabs 
plus absorbed sucrose.
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Table B o l .  A specimen calc illation sheet*
Date: 4/4/ 59« Teat Series: • Absorption Q 03M Sucrose' by (2)Hol25 slafcflo
Impregnation pr es aur e: 0.15mm. Hg. Impregnation fce-rapsratus'e: X?°C 0
Operating temperature: 90 0 2°C »




























































403500 43902 373.2 Op 813 0ol8? 125
25 „ 27*50 29.6376 25.6145
G 9*6674 9 o 06?6 9.0676 4*3624 460 *5 339 o 3 0.737 0*263 93
160 2076 20.5700 16.5469






(5) . = 13.30°
mean ~ 13.80°
concentration = 103«739 gm.
(a) KC1 Estimations ■
Cell resistance.
(1) = ohms.
(2) = ohms o
(3) - ohms o
mean ~ ohms 0
concentration =
Column (4)o
Column (4) is. derived from the subtraction of the results 
in numbers Cl) and (2) and is a measure of the weight of water 
retained by the slabs after impregnationo
In Columns (1) ~ (4) the weights are measured in grams.
Column (5)_o ,
This represents the calculated values ©f Qc^> in milligrams t 
the calculation being carried out as outlined in Section 3»2„2oi.
Column (6). •
Column (3) less Column (1) gives the weights of sucrose 
absorbed by the slabs, i0ec Qa in milligrams0
Column (7) .
This gives the value of the ratio of Qa/n^ previously 
definrsd as Ea and is, of course, Column (6) divided by
Column (5).
Column (8)o
The actual figure required for the experimental plot 
is 1 = Ka and these values are given in Column (8)0
Column (9).
This gives the period of time, in minutes, for which 
the various slabs were immersed in the solution being 
Circulatedo
The calculation sheets for.desorption experiments were 
basically similar, to these for absorption experiments, the 
only difference being in the different methods used for 
calculating’ the various values of qdo •
APPBNDIX C . EXP]3RIMEN1TAL VALUES OP , Srf &B9 :It r=- iljfi qo
Gol»- Preliminary Exper:iraents with (1},H *12;5 stod C:OC^ lFVS -r.
Qolol Do 3 orp.fcion of N KOI f:roffi (1}H«125 *slab® x
T ~ 20o2°Go t 2,5 5*0 7=5 XO 3 0 12 0 5 17*5'' ■2' 2 'r
Ed 0 « 664 0*334 0 a 420 ■0,354 n p O' •>.127
T s 30 oO°C. t 2,5 5*0 ?o5 XO oG 12*5 15*0
sd 0,629 0*481 0,375 0,303 0*231 0 a,S4 Ca.'il,,3
rn 40 0 2°Q o fe 2 o5 5=0 7=5 10,25 12*5 15 cC a®
to
sd 0,393 Go 432 0,309 0,231 0,16? 0,124 •
T » f?GoO°Go t 2o5 4,0 5=5 7 cy 9.5 11*5 13 0
V i•ud 0,548 0,431 0,34? 0,269 0 a 196 0 *146 0,li6
T s 60 o 0(!'C . 1 o3 5 = 0 4,9 6,0 <■? c1’ V 9*0 10,5
Ed O0621 0,474 0,367 0,294 0,219 0,173 0 *144
rp 69 o 8°C o t X * 3 =0 4,5 60O 7,5 9 = 0 *
ip, 0=594 0,439 Oo 329 0,236 c1,156 c10142 -
T s 80el°G 0 t x o5 O c; C~ o j 3=5 4,5 5=5 60 ^  S o 5
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T — EXTRACTION TIME IN MNUTES
FIG. 9
107*
G „ 1 o2 , Desorption of 3H KOI from (1 )H ,125 Slabs»
T = 20.0°0 o t 2.5 5 oO 7.5 10.0 12.5 17*5 22*5
jSd 0.643 0.515 0.413 0.340 0.277 0.181 0.131
T ^ 30.5°0. t 2.5 5«0 7.5 10.0 12.5 X5°Q 20.0
Ed 0.618 0,4?Q 0.364 Oo233 0.2X9 0.1?2 0..117
T s 40o0°G. t 2.5 5*0 ' 7.5 10.0 12.5 15-0 17.3
Ed 0.582 0.4x8 0.30? 0.233 0.170 0.123 0.0975
T a 50o0°0 • t 2.5 4.0 5°5 7*5 12 *5. 15oO
Ed 0.536 0.41? 0.338 0.259 0,119 0,0921 -
T s 60,1°G. t 1.5 3«0 4,5 6,0 7»5 9*0 10.5
Ed 0.594 0.450 0.329 0,273 0*207 0.15.7 0.129
T s 70oQ°C. t 1.5 2.5 3.5 5.0 6,5 /8.0 9.3
Ed 0,382 0,475 0.391 0,290 0,213 0.137 0,125
T  s 80.0°0 . fc 1.5 2,5 3o5 4 0 75 5o5 6.5 7.5
Ed 0.545 0,416 0.348 0,264 0,221 0.184 0.149
1.0
0.9
0.8 DESORPTION OF 3N Id  FROM
0.7
I-H .I2 5  SLABS. EXPERIMENTAL
Q6








T — EXTRACTION TIME IN MNUTES
FIG. 10
108
C . 1«3«„ _ Desorption of-H'KCl frora (l)CFo6 SXabs.
t » 20o0°0 o t 2 3  5.0 ?o5 XOoO .12o5 17. *5 22.5
Sd 0.730 0,664 0.542 0,489 0.428 0,322 0.272
T a 29o9°0o t 2.5 5.0 7.5 IQoO 15oO 20o0
Bd 0.708 0,580 0,484 0,4X3 6.298 0.224
T 8 40 o 2°G o t 2,5 5o5 ?o5 10o0 12,5 17*5 22 °3
Ed 0372 0.522 0.454 O o383 0,302 0,209 0d50
T s 50o0°Co t 3,0 5«0 8o0 11.0 14,0 X8,0 21,0
Ed 0,629 0,532 0.6396 0.315 0.240 0.165 0,127
T s 60»Q°C. t 2.5' 5o0 ?o5 10,0 12,5 15.0 17*5
Ed 0,6X0.0,487 0.345 0.272 0„21J> 0,166 0.133
T ~ 70.0°C. t 2,0 3«5.. 5o0 6.5 BoO 10,3 12,3
Sd O0623 0.511 0,4l3 Oo35? 0.276 0,217 0,182
T = 79 o 8°G, t 1.5 3°5 5°Q 6,9 8,0 9o5 12,0

























T  EXTRACTION TIME N  MINUTES
WIG. 11
C •>I o;-s-o Desorption of 3N. KC1 from (1)CF©6 Slabs*
20 cO°C
39*8°G
3,0 1 0 oO 1 2 o3 13.0 2 0 oO 2p ,0 30,0
0.33? oAyi 0.393 0*33$ 0*269 0*216
2 * 3  5 o 0 -  ' ? - 5  1 0 . 0  1 5  o O  2 0 * 0  2 5 * 0
0*63l 0.320 0 oA’-91 0 o 313 O.296 0,223 0*169
:2o3 5.0 7.5 10 oO 12o9 17 o 5 2 2 0
0*665 0*537 0.33;} 0*362 0*293 0*212 0*130
50.
66*i°c*
t 3*0 5.0 8*0 11*0 13cO 17.0 20oO
Bd 0o603 0*39? 0*332 0*291 0*218 0,163 0*129
t 2*5 5°0 7*5 10*0 12 *5 15*0 1?*5
,6 0*335 0*33? 0*260 0.203 0*159 0*122
70.0 Go t
80 * o°c.
2 oO 3o5 5c0
Ed 0*62? 0*516 0*320
3.0 5
6*5 10*5 12*5-
1,139 Go 2X1 O0I69
60 0 9o0 10*5































MNUTESINT —  EXTRACTION TIME
ra. 12
110 o
C.2. ABSORPTION AND DESORPTION OF KC1 WITH (2)H.125
AND (2)B.5 SLABS.
C.2.1. Desorption of N KC1 from (2)H.125 Slab30
T s 20 .0°C . t
Ed
T 30oO°C • t
T = 40.0°C. t
T s 50oO°C. t
Ed
T » 59o9°C. t
Ed
T = 69o6°Co t
Ed















4o .o 50 oO 60.0 
0.304 0.252 0.200













































DESORPTION OF N KCI FROM0.8
2 —H.I25 SLABS.0.7
0.6







50 60 70403010 20
T EXTRACTION TIME IM MMUTES,
PIG. 14
Ill,
0=2,2 Desox^tloh of 3N KOI from (2)11,12$ Slabs
is 2 0 o2°C. t 10.0 20.0 3 0 cO 40,Q 5 0 oO 60.0
Ea 0.615 0.478 Q o38? Q®3Q3 0o256 Q..2Q7
30*0°C. t 10,0 20,0 30 oQ 40.0 50 oO 60.0
B, 0 c580 p.o^ 27 0=324 Oo255 0=194 0,133
T S 40.1CC.' t 10 oO 15 oO 20 oO 25 oO 30 oO 40.0
Ed 0,554 Go03? Go384 0,331 0 0 284 0.214
T a 50'.6CGo t 10 oO 15.0 20.0 30,0 40.0 45,0
Bd 0=530 0,417 0,34? 0,240 0,168 0=146
T r; 60.0°Co t 10.0 15 oO 20,0 25=0 30,0 35,0
Ed 0.478 0=380 0=305 0.242 0=202 0=151
T a 70 ol°G o t 10,0 15,0 20.0 .23.0 30.0 35,0
0,450 0 0*34*5 0 = 26? 0 = 215 0=16? 0,125
T a 80,0°G o t 7=5 10 oO 12.5 15 oO 20,0 25,0















DESORPTION OF 3N KCI FROMae
EXPERIMENTAL2 — H.I25 SLABS.0.7
OVER THE0.6







20 30 40 SO 60




T » 20ol C 0 t 15*0 2? ,3 35.0 45,0 55 °0 65oO 75 *Q
Oof 55 0=4X5 0,360 0,291 0,232 0,192 0,158
T s 29o9°G. ' t 10-oO 20,0 30o0 40,0 50oO 60,0 ?OoO
3UEa Q o590 Q,44G 0,356 0,260 0,201 0,164 0,123
i1 « 40.Q°C„ t 15 oO 20 oO 26,0 30,0 35*0 40,0 50,0
■ 1-E* 0,462 0,389 0,316 0,277 0,238 0,211 0,148cl
T ■» 30oQ°C, t 10,0 15 oO 20,0 25 oO 30,0 37=5 4*5,0
1-Ba 0,509 0 ,424 0,3^9 0,283 0,236 0,178 0,128
gGo. t 10,0 15 oO 20,0 23 oO 30,0 33 = 0 40o0
X°Ea 0,461 0,369 0,293 0,232 0,186 0,144 0
70,0 C, %
Ja ,4 c.
12o3 • 15o0 1?o5 20,0 23.0 30,0
0,374 0,302 0,2?? 0,233 0,175 0,123
80,0 Co t 10,0 12,5 15,0 17,3 20,0 23oO 30,0
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\ , f  •> CL o * o Absorption of 3$i KOI by (J)jJ_olgg_ Slabo «
T s 20o0 Co t 10oO 20oO 30oO 4q00 30oO 60..0 70*0
l~Ea 0 .608' 0.473 Qo3?l 0.296 0.237 0.193 Od37
T * ■29o9°C. t 10.0 15dO 20.0 30.0 40 0Q 30.0 60oO
l»Ea 0.571 0=485 0.415 0.306 0.237 0oX?8 0.127
T a 40o0°C. t 10 oO 15.0 20.0 25o0 30.0 40.0 50 0Q
. l~Ea 0.527 0.44-5 0.370 0.313 0.256 O.3.80 Ool34
T a 50.0°C. t 10.0 15 oO 20.0 23 oO 30o0 40.0 4,5.0
lr-Ba -0o479 0.38? 0.312 0.233 Go 208 O 0I6O 0.U4
60.2°C. t 5oO 10.0 15*0 20.0 23«Q 30.0 35oO
1-HL 0.605 0.4$4 0.343 0 o268 0 o219 0,166 0 o103
70,2°C. t 5.0 10.0 15o0 20o0 25«0 30 c0 4o.0
1-Ea 0.577 0.426 0.317 0.239 0.184 0.141 0.0926
79.8 C. fc 5.0 10.0 13.0 20.0 25oQ 30.0 40o0
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Co2o*?» Desorption of N KOI • from .(2)B„5 Slabs.
20.0°0♦ t 30.0 45.0 60.0 75*0 90*0 110.0
ti* 0.509 0.4x8 0 0 **6' 0o282 0.24X 0.182
rp 30.1°C. t 21.0 35-0 50.0 65.O 80oO 95*0
•Ed 0.536 0.422 0.323 0.259 0..203.0.154
4q.OqC. t 15.0 25.0 35*0 65.0 55*0 70oO
Ed 0.568 0.455 0.370 0.309 0.256 0.186
9-0.0 0 , t- 15 oO 25.0 45*0 55*0 65*0
%  0.532 O o4Q9 0 o317. 0.230 Oo202 ,0.160
60oQ9Co t 15.0 21oO 30.0 37*5 45oO 52o5
Ed 0,4-97 0 06.19 0.340 0*261 0.208 0.175
T s 70.0 0, fe ,0 20oO 2?,5 39*0 42.5
Sd 0.547 0.499 0.374 0*305 0.234 0.185
Vj, t IDoO 15*0 20 oQ 25.0 30.0 35*0




































DESORPTION OF N KQ FROM0.8
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IOO 12080 14060O 4020
T—  EXTRACTION TME N MNUTES
PIG. 19
115«
Co2;6-. D®sorption of 2N KC1 by (2)3.5 Slabs,
T  s . 2Q. X ° G . fc 50,0 4 5 oO
Ed 0,492 0 .402
T s 3G.Q°C. t 20.0 35oO
Ba 0,552 0.4X4
T ~ 40.1°C. t 15oO 23oO
Sd 0.356 0.443
T s 50 o 0°C, t 15*0 22 o3
Ed ' 0.522 0.426
T s 6Q.Q0C, t 15«0 20oO
Ed 0.4?8 0.408
T = 69.8°Co t 10,5 13 «0
Ed 0.323 0.448
T s 80..0°G. t. 10.0 15.0
B.d 0.504 0.412
60 ,0 75.0 90.0 H O  oQ 130 oO
'0.327 0.272: 0o220 0.170 0.131
45,0 55.0 70.0 85,0 100 cQ
0.345 0,288 0,228 0.174 0,143
33.0 45,0 39 o0 ?0 .0 83,0
0.356 0.288 0.233 0,173 0.132
30 oO 40.0 50.0 60 .0 70.0
0.34? 0.272 0.2XX 0.16? 0,136
30.0 37,5' 45,0 52.5 60,0
0,298 0,241 6.199 0.160 Ool33
20,0 26.0 35 cO 42,5 50.0
0,370 0.306 0.218 c 0 4s 0,142
20.0 25.0 30oO 35oO 4QoO






DESORPTION OF 3N KQ FROM0.6
2—B5 SLABS. EXPERIMENTAL0.7
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£.*JLi2-• Absorption of N KG1. by (2)8.5 Slabs.
70.0 90c0 110 o 0 130,0T = 20.1°C. t 30,0 30oO
X-Sa 0.51^ 0,393
T a 30.0°C. t 20,0 33.5
l~Ea 0.5-37 0.^15
T S A0o0°0 * t 20oO 30oO
l«Ea G.5Q9 O 0^ ll
T .s 50oO°C-, t 13 oO oO
X~Ea 0o51? 0 o4p^
T S 6P.0°C. t 10,0 20,0
1-Ea 0,369 0.^20
T =■ 70.Q°G o t 10 oO 15>;0
1-Ea 0,533 0 < M 8
T a 79.j§°C. t 10.0 15 o 5
X^Ba 0.51^ 0,396
0,307 0o?A9 Ool97 0.152
30oQ 65,0 ' 80o0 100oO
0.532 0»235 0o21? 0,19^
40.0 5GcQ 6O0O 75.O
0,338 Go270 0,225 0.162
35oO 45oO 55oQ 67»5 
0.31^ 0.2*4: 0,199 0.156
30oO *0.0 50.0 60,0
Go319 ft* 2*4 O0I89 0,132
20.0 30,0 *0.0 30,0
0'o382 0 c 271 O0I.8A 0.131
20,0 25o3 30,0 *0,0
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ABSORPTION TIME IN MINUTES
FIG. 21
XX? o
0.2.8. Absorption of 3N KC1 by
T =* 20.0°C« t XS.O 35°0
X~Ea 0,386 0.443
T s 30ol°0 . t 13oQ 20«0
X-Ea G.372 0o324
T s 40oO°C. t 10.0 20.0
1-Ea 0.603 0.478
T s 30o2°C. t 10.0 13*0
l=Ea 0.584 0.313
T = 59•9°C. t 5.0 10.0
l«Ea 0*672 0.561
T s 69. 8SC . t 10 .0 15 .'o
X-Ea 0.335 0.452
T 80.0°Cc t 10.0 15 oO.
1-Ea 0.317 0.394
(2)3.3 Slabs.
55.0 65.5 80.0 95.5 110.0
0.335 0.294 0.238 0.183- 0.14?
30.0 45.6 60.0 75.0 91o0
0.429 0.322 0.259 0.200 0.133
30.0 40.0 50.0 6500 80.0
0.382 0.312 0.248 0.194 0,133
25.0 35oO 45.5 55.0 65.0
0,369 O.303 0.235 0.198 0.146
20.0 30.0 41oO 50.0 60.0
0.401 0.299 0.213 0.133 0.125
20.0 23.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
0.368 0.311 0.235 0.177 0,121
20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
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T — -  absorption tim e  in  m inutes
20
PIG. 22
C.5* ABSORPTION AND DESQRPTIQif q f  SUCROSE WITH (£)H.125
AND (5)3 o  SLABS »
C .3.1, Desorption of Q.3M Sucrose? from. (2)BoI25 Slaba.
T s 20.G°C. t 60 80 100 130' 160 190 24 O
Ed 0.600 0*520 0.483 0*405 0.336 0*285 0*214
T s 30.2°0. t 40 S3 9 0  120 150 180 210'
E d 0*579 0.479 0*392 0.320 0.254 0.197 0 *164
’1 = 40.0°C • t 40 60 80 100 120 150 l80
Bd 0*520 0.430 0.353 0.289 0*236 0.187 0*132
T == 50.0 ° G . t 30 50 7 0  90 110 130 130
Ed 0*938 0.421 0.331 0.238 0.2U  0.165 0.3,28
rjl 60.0°C • t 20 35 90 65 80 100 120
E d 0.583 0.460 0.372 0*303 0.242, O0I80 0.128
?0.0°C. t 15 30 45 60 73 _ 90 105
Ed 0.640 0.476 0.360 0.279 0.212 0*16? 0.129
80.0°Go t 15 20 30 40 50' 60 70
Ed ' 0.578 0.513 0.418 0.339 0.273 0.223 0.182
0.5*2. Desorption of M. Sucrose .Cron (2)HoX25 Slab a .
T s 20oO°Co t ?0.0 103 . 140 173 210 245 280
Ed 0*531 0.442 0,366 0 .3X6 0*260 0*222 0*184
T s 30o2°C. t 60 90 120 150 130 210 240
E* 0.510 0.4X4 0,335 0.271 0,232 0*184 0.154a
T a 40oG°C. t 45 65 90 113 140 ' 165 190
Ed 0.519 '0.435 0.343 0.284 0.229 O.I83 0.148
T s. 50 * 2°C, t 35 50 69 85 105 123 130
Bd 0*516 0,441 0*368 0*296 0*238 0*194 0*152
T 60oQ(?C * t 30 43 60 73 90 XXO 130
Ed 0*507 . 0.4X7 0*341 0.275 0*229 0.174 0,X40
T s -.70.0°G o t 25 40 55 70 85 100 113
Ed 0*50? 0*393 0*313 0*248 0*204 0.156 0.124
•T s 80.2°C. t 15 20 30 40 50 60 70. •
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Co3°3o Absorption of Q,3M Sucrose 'by (2)11,1.?.5 Slabs,
T a 20o2°G , t  60 90
X»Ba 0o>4? 0 ,460
t s 3 0 o0eC o . t  60 90
1-E a o l4 8 l 0 ,386c.4
T ■ *  3 9 o8®€o t  4QoQ 63
1-Ba 0,320  0 o 611
T ~ 30,o2°Co t  40 33
l«fia 0,466 0,380
T a 60o0°Ce t  30 40
I# E a 0,481 0 0619.
t -a r/OoO0Co t 20 30
l“Ea 0,320 0,428
120 I30 200 230 300
0,385 0,320 Go 230 0 0X9^ 0ol(v4
120 130 X80 210 230
0,3X4 0,263 Q.,20? 0ol6? Qc.123
90 113 i4o 169 190
0 0,327 6o262 0,209 0,171 0,130
70 93 110 123 140
0,329 0 0 244 0,190 0 0.166 0,145
30 63oO 80,0 93 110
0.391 0,293 0,231 0,192 0,150
40 50 60 73 90
0,339 0,319 0,248 0,1.9? 0,143
30 40 50 60 70
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Absorption of M Suqtqbq by {2)Ho 125 Slaba 0
>q®0o t n o
1-B-, 0o468S.
>1°0 o t 75
1-Ea Q<,4?6
>9® Go t 60





0°G o t 30
1-Ea 0o^?9 &>
l®Go ' t ' 25 
l«Ba 0*465
160 210 2?0 
Oo37? 0o307 0 o 234
125 175 225








0 ,,33** 0*235 O0I6I
35 45 55
0*396 0 o 3 3 2  Q o 2 ? 4
330 390 450

















































































0 „3 ° 5 ° Desorption of 0*3M Sucrogafrora (2)B*5 -Slabs
20o2°C o
»0°G
t 75 125 175 225 275 525 575
Sd 0*595 0*483 Oo39.9 0*334 0*285 0*235 0*192
3C o t 60 100
ifO.O c, t
• 1 Co t
T = 70,0 Co t
T s S0o2 Co fc
200 250 300 350.
Ed 0*580 0*4?4 Go366 0*282 0*236 0*185 0-lM
75 110 145 180 220 270
Ed 0*479 0*390 0*329 0*259 0*205 0*156 0ol}4
60 80 100 130 160 190 220 
Sa 0*483 0*431 0*358 0O.290 0*230 0*18? 0*150
t 40 65 90 ,115 1^5 170 200
Ed 0*534 0*415 0*339 0.273 0*216 0*168 0*132
20 40 60 85 110 135 160
E* 0*633 0.492 0.392 0*300 0*228 0*178 0*141
20 30 40 55 70 85 100
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3002S0 380O 200ISO 4 0 0IOO50
T EXTRACTION TIME IN MINUTES
WIG. 29
123 o
G.3^6* Desorption of M Sucrose from (2)B<,5 Slaba0
T = 20 o 0°C o t 100 150 200 250 300 350 **00
Ed 0o535 0 o^ 5? Oo382 0.314 0o262 0„2X9 O0X89
T •- 30ol°G o t 100 X40 180 220 260 300 350
Ed OoV?? 0.412 0.333 0.286 0o236 0.190 Q0X55
T s 40ol°Co t 60 90 120 150 180 215 230
Ed 0o5^2 0.459 Oo3?6 Oo319 Qo269 0o219 0oX82
T s 50o0°G o t 60 80 100 130 160 190 220
i 0o503 O o ^  0o372 0.299 0.236 0.192 0.139
T s 6O 0O C o t 40 65 90 115 140 170 200
sd Oo|34 0o425 Oo336 0.278 0o2l6 0ol8l 0.132
T * 70 o 10G o t 45 60 75 90 110 130
EA 0o4?4 0 0 400 0.344 0o289 Qo23? 0
T s 80o0°Go t 30 45 60 73 90 110 130



















Co3°?° Absorption of QC3M Sucrose by (2)Bo5 Slabag
T * 20o2eC o t 120
X-Ea Oo4?8
T s 30ol@Go t 100
1-Ba Qo4?2
T ss *K)cl°Co t 73
X~E 0o512CL
T 8 50 o 2°G o • t ?0
l<=Ea 0.432
T s 60o0°Co t 40
1-Ba Qo5Q8
T * ?0o4@0o • t 40
1-Bfi 0.461GI
T s 80 o 2°0 o t 20
1-Ba 0o56?
180 240 300 360
Oo394 0.328 0.265 0.222
150 200 250 300
0.368 0.291 0o229 0.185
105 140 180 220
0.411 0.326 0 o2?2 0.2X8
100 130 x6o 190
0o35X 0o28X 0 o229 O0X89
60 90 115 140
O o 4 2 ?  0 o328 0 o 2 5 2  0 o 2 0 3
60 80 100 120
0o3?3 0o303 0o248 OoX95
35 50 65 60
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RANGE 2 Q -8 Q CTEMPERATURE
0 .5
0.2
80° 70° 6CP 4050
0.1 500 600400300200




G oJ oBc Absorption of M Sucros©
S5.t i t t r + i iv i tz - J C .* n n tm m .a »«i»-«rxr«rgX^i<sn w -1"■TAut«i .rttawnwtgAMw.iw... • »»■»
T s 21.0°C. t 130 225
l=Ea 0.440 0.354
T s 30oO°G« t 120 190
l~Ea 0.434 0.328
T s 4b.0°C. t 120 ISO
1-Ba 0.334 0 o282
T = 49,9°Co t 80 130
1-Ea 0.44$ 0 o3 H
T s 59o9°Go t 60 100
1-Ea 0.431 0.326
T s. ?0*0@C o t 60 90
1-Ea 0.370 Q.2?$
T s ?9o8°Co t 30 60
X~Ea 0.456 0.340
by (2)13.5 Slabs 0
300 375 450 530 600
0o2?4 0.226 O0I83 Ool57 0.132
260 330 400 4?0 540
0o269 00202 0ol53 0ol20 O 0O80
240 300 360 420 480
0o223 0.171 0.131 0o0934 O.0O85I
180 235 280 330 380
0.253 0.184 0.138 0.108 0o0753
140 180 220 260 300
0.244 O0I80 0.134 0.104 0.0737
120 150 180 210 240
0.20? 0.161 0.125 0.0974 0.0733
80 100 120 X40 170
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